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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Dissertation Abstract 
The Effects of Elaborative Vocabulary Instruction on the Vocabulary, 
Written Explanations, and Knowledge Structures of Sixth-Grade Students 
With and Without Disabilities 
 
Writing is a complex process that presents challenges for middle 
school teachers and their students with and without disabilities. A 
particular area of difficulty is the application of content-area vocabulary in 
the explanatory writing of sixth-grade students. This two-group quasi-
experimental study investigated the effectiveness of an elaborative 
vocabulary strategy instruction on the vocabulary scores, concept map 
scores, explanatory writing, and self-efficacy and attitudes towards writing 
of 104 sixth-grade students with and without disabilities enrolled in an 
urban charter public middle school. The study was conducted over a four-
week period. The results showed that the elaborative vocabulary 
instruction had statistically significant effects on the concept map scores 
favoring the experimental group, but generally showed no significant 
differences in vocabulary, explanatory writing, and self-efficacy and 
attitudes. The findings of this study support the need for continued 
investigations in quality vocabulary instruction that impact writing, 
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specifically, teacher training and support in the area of vocabulary strategy 
instruction to impact explanatory writing outcomes.  
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Writing is an important component of a literate society. With writing 
students make sense of their learning (National Commission on Writing, 2004). It 
facilitates connections, promotes self-expression, and encourages personal 
development. Writing acts as a tool for learning subject matter to demonstrate 
what is known, and is a means of extending knowledge (Harris, Santangelo, & 
Graham, 2008; Shanahan, 2004).  
However, writing is a complex process that presents challenges for middle 
school teachers and their students. Current accountability measures on both the 
national and the state levels continue to report minimal student progress in 
writing achievement. Students in the fourth and eight-grade continue to show 
basic and below basic performances (National Assessment of Education 
Progress, 2011). At the state level, students in California ranked lower than the 
nation’s average in writing (The Nation’s Report Card, 2007).   
One explanation for the writing challenge may be connected to the 
difficulties in reading comprehension, specifically vocabulary knowledge. 
Findings by Scott and Windsor (2000) showed that children with language or 
reading problems experience difficulties in writing. Reading and writing have 
been thought of as related processes. Reading comprehension skills include 
recalling word meaning, selecting appropriate meanings for words, following the 
organization of passage, and answering questions related to the passage. An 
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important reading comprehension sub-skill related to writing is knowledge of 
word meanings (NICHD Report of the National Reading Panel, 2000). 
Understanding of word meaning is essential to reading comprehension (The 
Nation’s Report Card, 2011). In subjects such as Humanities, Math, and Science, 
content-area vocabulary words are laden with multiple meanings and present 
abstract concepts. Students are expected to understand and express their 
knowledge of these words that are only encountered during subject-specific 
lessons. Students often struggle understanding these words and need strategies 
to help incorporate these words into their language structures (Cunningham & 
O’Donnell, 2012).  
The same phenomenon is true for writing. Writers who can access words 
related to the writing topic are often able to write about them (Graham, 2004). 
Translation, the skill of transforming ideas into words and syntactic phrases, to 
convey intended meanings, is another important writing component (Hayes & 
Flower, 1986). For translation to occur, knowledge of words and their meanings 
must be present. Deficits in this area can be equally problematic to the writer as it 
is to the reader.  
If vocabulary development, described as the building block of language, 
(Dockrell & Messer, 2004; Green, McCutchen, Schwiebert, Quinlan, Eva-Wood, 
& Juelis, 2003) is critical to both reading and writing, then evidence from 
research is needed to support such claims. An investigation into the reading 
research literature showed strong support for the relationship of vocabulary 
instruction and reading comprehension (Beck & McKeown, 2012; Bos & Anders, 
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1986, 1992; Pany & Jenkins, 1986). The research yielded helpful strategies for 
differentiating vocabulary instruction, addressing the wide range of students’ 
reading comprehension needs (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2000; Jitendra et al, 
2004). Different approaches, such as cognitive strategies, direct definition 
instruction, computer adapted instruction, mnemonics, are considered effective 
practices to help increase word knowledge for students with and without 
disabilities, as well as students who are English language learners.  
However, the investigation into the writing research literature for studies 
on improving writing through vocabulary instruction has proven to be more 
challenging. The recent meta-analysis by Graham & Perin (2007), analyzing 
experimental and quasi-experimental studies on writing, identified 11 key 
elements of writing instruction for adolescents. It listed helpful ways to approach 
the teaching of writing and included a wide range of suggestions from strategies 
for writing, prewriting, summarization, sentence combining, inquiry activities and 
content-area writing. None were included that focused on instructional 
vocabulary strategies for explanatory writing. 
A deeper search into the literature showed three studies that focused on 
Tier Two words, one study that focused on content-area vocabulary (Tier Three 
words), and some measure of writing outcomes.  Duin and Graves’ (1987) study 
focused on intensive vocabulary instruction as a prewriting technique in response 
to a narrative prompt, but did not use content-specific words. The two other 
studies, both dissertation studies, were ones by Moseley (2003) and Yonek 
(2008). Moseley (2003) focused on intensive vocabulary instruction of Tier Two 
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words with eighth-grade students and its impact on writing. Yonek (2008) also 
selected Tier Two words that were appropriate and relevant to the persuasive 
writing posttest. Only the Bos and Anders (1986) study focused on vocabulary 
instruction using words in the content-area of science. They incorporated a 
simple writing transfer measure along with measures of vocabulary knowledge 
gain, which asked students to enumerate all that they remember about the topic. 
Bos and Anders’ (1986) avant-garde study began the inquiry into the challenging 
area of content-area vocabulary and writing. More research is needed to 
understand how these complex processes are related, and how varied 
instructional approaches to vocabulary teaching that take place within dynamic 
school and classroom settings can impact writing.  
Purpose of the Study 
Consequently, the purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness 
of an elaborative vocabulary strategy instruction on the explanatory writing of 
students with and without disabilities. Specifically, the study examined the effects 
of using the semantic-syntactic feature analysis (SSFA) and elaboration 
strategies on students’ explanatory writing products. Built into the strategy was 
the use of a semantic feature analysis matrix. This relationship matrix was 
hierarchically structured, where a superordinate concept served as the title, the 
coordinate concepts as column headings, and subordinate concepts (the target 
vocabulary words or phrases) were written in the rows. To provide an additional 
mode of meaning construction of these target words, the matrix was 
accompanied by cloze-type sentences (syntactic scaffolds) based on the 
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relationships among the coordinate and subordinate concepts.  The matrix was 
completed through a dynamic process called elaboration interrogation. Through 
this process teachers guided students to organize, restructure, interconnect, 
integrate new elements of information, identify relations between them, and 
relate new material to their prior knowledge (Kalyuga, 2009). It is in this way that 
meaningful learning was hypothesized to occur since the process allowed 
learners to organize knowledge into a coherent structure and integrate new 
information with existing schema structures (Kalyuga, 2009). 
It was hypothesized that students’ quality of writing would improve after 
receiving the treatment. Additionally, because of the interactive nature of the 
treatment and provision of an advanced organizer, it was believed that students’ 
attitudes and self-efficacy in writing would improve as well. 
This quasi-experimental study compared the outcomes of two instructional 
approaches: semantic syntactic feature analysis (SSFA) and definition instruction 
(DI). One hundred and four sixth-grade students enrolled in an urban public 
charter school were involved in this study. There were four intact classrooms, two 
assigned as the treatment group and two the comparison group. Procedures 
were put in place to guard against treatment diffusion. 
This study used intact classrooms, and was thus a quasi-experiment. An 
automated enrollment procedure using the school’s student information system 
was used to form the four cohorts of sixth-grade students. The assistant principal 
reviewed the results and made adjustments to ensure that classroom enrollment 
was balanced for gender and disability conditions.  
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Several pretests were included in the design to test student equality 
between the two treatment groups. These pretests were used as covariates in 
the case of non-random assignments.  
Two humanities teachers taught both instructional approaches, and were 
trained by the researcher to provide the SSFA treatment. Students in the 
experimental group were taught the SSFA approach which presented vocabulary 
words in a logical, categorized way. Using the relationship matrix, students 
predicted meanings and judged relationship between each word on the 
relationship chart by placing plus signs to indicate the presence of a relationship, 
a minus sign for the absence of a relationship, or a question mark for uncertain 
relationships between the subordinate and coordinate concepts. Connections 
between words were made through elaborative interrogation. Cloze-type 
sentences were completed using information derived from the relationship chart 
to fill in the blanks. Students in the control group were taught the DI method. This 
approach did not involve activities that elicited students’ prior knowledge, but 
directed students to provide synonyms and antonyms, and to create sentences 
using the target words. Weekly writing measures were collected for both the DI 
and SSFA conditions. The elaborative nature of the SSFA provided the additional 
support to link new knowledge to long-term knowledge. This elaboration process 
combined with the semantic syntactic feature analysis was hypothesized to 
produce more detailed and organized writing products from students.   
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Significance of the Study 
This study was important for three reasons. First, instruction for all 
students, including students with disabilities, needs to address the adopted 
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) writing requirements. The state of 
California’s acceptance of the CCSS in August of 2009 imposes novel ways to 
address informative or explanatory writing. This includes examining a topic for 
the conveyance of ideas, concepts, and organization, the acquisition of 
information through selection, and the analysis of relevant content.  According to 
Graham (2013) students are expected to write skillfully in multiple genres, and 
apply writing as a tool for analyzing, understanding, and recalling information 
from text. It appears that the CCSS requires a radical shift in how writing is 
taught in most classrooms. 
Literacy instruction needs to bring students to proficiency levels of writing.  
Students’ word choices to explain abstract concepts from content-area classes 
must be purposeful to confirm their understanding of such concepts.  If students 
are to become proficient writers across content areas, student must learn how to 
attend to the multiple jobs of writing, often simultaneously.  Moreover, students’ 
understanding of vocabulary words influences their use of such words in their 
academic writing (Zwiers, 2008), thus, increasing the importance for vocabulary 
instruction for writing.   
The study used a teaching approach that provided opportunities for 
students to see relationships among concepts.  Through the activities designed 
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in the elaborative vocabulary strategy, new information was presumably woven 
into existing schemas so that students could then retrieve and use new words to 
write a paragraph with greater organization and clarity.  Additionally, the study 
duration of four weeks was purposefully designed to investigate robust and 
sustainable effects of the intervention. Studies uncovered in the literature show 
durations of actual treatments to be about four to five days (Bos & Anders, 1990; 
Duin & Graves, 1986; Yonek, 2008). To understand how an experimental 
treatment affects ordinary learning, it is necessary to gather data weekly 
throughout the study rather than only at the onset and completion. 
   Second, research in vocabulary strategies instruction for purposes of 
increasing quality explanatory writing is scant. Only four research studies (Bos & 
Anders, 1986, 1992; Duin & Graves, 1986) published over two decades ago, and 
two dissertation studies by Moseley (2003) and Yonek (2008) addressed writing. 
Graham and Perin’s (2007) meta-analysis of effective strategy instruction in 
writing did not include any experimental or quasi-experimental studies that 
investigated vocabulary strategy instruction and the effects on writing 
composition. The study sought to add empirical evidence on how students’ 
knowledge structures change when they are taught difficult Tier Three content-
area words. In addition to the students’ explanatory writing, outcomes of 
vocabulary tests and concept maps were employed to measure these 
differences. According to Shavelson and Ruiz-Primo (1998), concept maps 
assess students’ key concepts of domain understanding.  
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Third, the study investigated the performance of students with disabilities 
under both conditions. Investigations into the optimal approaches for vocabulary 
and writing instruction in the general education classrooms for students with 
disabilities to become better writers are needed. It is well documented that 
experienced readers and writers purposefully select and orchestrate cognitive 
strategies that are appropriate for literacy tasks (Flower & Hayes, 1981; Paris et 
al., 1991; Pressley, 1991). For students with learning disabilities, the process 
described above is slow and painstaking. They often fail to engage in the 
volumes of independent reading necessary to significantly improve vocabulary 
development (Baker, Simmons, & Kame'enui, 1998; Stanovich, 1986). Their 
cognitive differences and nature of learning prevent them from processing and 
producing written work at the same rate as their non-disabled peers (Mason, 
2002). The literature on strategy instruction, self-regulated strategy development 
(SRSD) for writing have shown great effects in improving the writing outcomes of 
students with disabilities; however, none of the SRSD studies has specifically 
investigated content-area vocabulary and writing. 
It is important to note that this study included students with disabilities in 
both treatment groups. Any instructional strategy provided in the general 
education classroom that may help students with disabilities become more 
proficient in integrating content-area vocabulary in writing is important. According 
to The Condition of Education 2012, a report published by National Center for 
Education Statistics, about 61% of the students in the general education 
classrooms were student with learning disabilities. As participating members in 
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the general education classroom instruction, students with disabilities were held 
to the same standards of literacy achievement as their general non-disabled 
education peers.  
Theoretical Framework 
An information-processing model underlies the theoretical framework for 
this study. For complex learning to occur, Rumelhart and Norman (1976) 
described meaningful learning as a three-phase process. The process begins 
with new facts and information accumulates into the learner’s existing knowledge 
structured. This is termed accretion phase. The second phase of learning occurs 
when the learner, actively engaged in meaningful activities, integrates the newly 
learned and relevant information into existing structures. This is termed 
restructuring phase. The third phase, tuning, allows for modifications and 
refinement of knowledge, which occurs as learners continue to engage in 
meaningful, relevant activities.  
According to Rumelhart and Norman (1976) when students are asked to 
express newly learned ideas into writing, accretion, restructuring, and tuning 
occurs. The study focused on this process, based on the assumption that a 
restructured and fine-tuned knowledge structure will assist the student in his or 
her writing tasks. Using Rumelhart and Norman’s (1976) information-processing 
model, the intervention integrated schema theory (Rumelhart, 1981), generative 
learning theory (Wittrock, 1974), and assimilation theory of meaningful learning 
(Ausubel, 1977). The intervention was designed to increase student knowledge 
about a topic with the premise that students will be in an improved condition to 
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework of the study 
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write about and explain concepts using new vocabulary words. Figure 1 is  
a visual depiction of the integration of the three theories using Rumelhart and 
Norman’s (1976) information-processing model. As students are introduced to 
new vocabulary words (accretion), students work towards the development of 
new meaning and process this information into their current knowledge structures 
by engaging in the elaborative learning activities. The recursive nature of the 
SSFA activities enables the restructuring and tuning of information into the 
students’ long-term memory structures. Students’ organized knowledge 
structures, schemas, are then used to retrieve information when students 
generate concept maps, complete	  vocabulary tests, and compose written 
explanations. 
Schema theory suggests that knowledge is organized and represented in 
units called schemata, allowing for abstract concepts to be organized down into 
subordinate, more concrete concepts. Based on this theory, the use of the 
semantic syntactic feature analysis (SSFA) procedure is hypothesized to help 
students see the semantic relationships or hierarchical organization of words, 
and consequently, is viewed as a teaching strategy to assist students in 
organizing newly learned information. A series of cloze-type sentences, syntactic 
scaffolds, assist students in recognizing how to use new words in grammatically 
correct contexts.   
Second, generative learning theory, an early constructivist view of 
learning, posits that learners must actively construct meaning between stored 
knowledge, memories of experience, and new information in order for 
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comprehension to occur (Wittrock, 1974). Deep learning during reading, defined 
as learning that better connects new learning with old, occurs when learners use 
strategies such as elaboration, questioning text (National Assessment Governing 
Board, 2008), and generating novel examples (Hamilton, 2004). Smith and 
Kosslyn (2007) speculate that through elaboration, students are able to develop 
strong mental models. This elaborative processing then becomes the foundation 
for new, meaningful knowledge construction (Dornisch, Sperling & Zeruth, 2011).  
 Several studies have focused on elaborative interrogation (EI) as a viable 
and durable elaboration processing strategy for meaningful learning (Dornisch et 
al. 2011; Dornisch & Sperling, 2004, 2006, 2008). The premise underlying EI is 
the belief that answering or posing questions improves understanding as learners 
connect new information with prior knowledge. Asking or answering questions 
about the text makes new information more permanent and memorable to 
learners (Martin & Pressley, 1991; Ozgungor & Guthrie, 2004).  
The intervention incorporated EI as an instructional strategy that creates 
meaningful learning of content-area vocabulary words. During instruction, 
teachers modeled how answering and posing questions of the new words could 
help students make meaning and aid in recall. Teachers led students by 
providing verbal cues for discussions and asking “why” questions to help make 
connections with their prior knowledge. The addition of the cloze-type sentences 
was another way to encourage students to use EI strategies. SSFA combined 
with elaborative interrogation was hypothesized to create the bridge between 
new ideas and prior knowledge to acquire deeper understanding of the 
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vocabulary concepts.  
Lastly, according to Ausubel’s theory of assimilation, three conditions must 
be present in the learning environment: (1) information presented must keep the 
students’ prior knowledge in mind, (2) information presented must be 
conceptually clear, (3) the students must be willing to learn in a meaningful way, 
rather than passively participate in memorization. The research design, 
procedures, and materials of this study were purposefully designed to keep in 
line with Ausubel’s stated conditions.   
Taken together, the features of the experimental treatment used in this 
study were expected to make writing explanatory responses easier for several 
reasons. First, students were engaged in activities that require students to ask 
and pose questions of teachers and their partners. Second, students created the 
connections between the coordinate and subordinate terms by placing notations 
in the matrix. Lastly, students completed cloze-type sentences and involve them 
in meaning-making activities. Using these interactive activities, it was expected 
that students would be prepared to participate in the complex process of writing. 
Having been recently primed with connections and provided with concrete 
graphic organizers, students would be in a better position to answer writing 
prompts. The procedures built into the SSFA vocabulary strategy instruction was 
anticipated to help students use content-area vocabulary in their writing resulting 
in more organized, coherent, and more complex pieces of writing.  
Background and Need 
Writing, and vocabulary development and instruction, have received a 
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great deal of attention in research given the increased focus on school 
accountability measures and student achievement. Dockrell, Lindsay, Connelly 
and Mackie (2007), found that vocabulary appears to be the building block for 
written language, considering that deficits in vocabulary limit the written output of 
students. They examined how measures of language, literacy, and performance 
limitations are related to writing performance of 64 elementary school children 
with language impairments. They found that a semantic skill, an underlying skill 
in writing, is a significant predictor of writing as evidenced by the independent 
contribution of the vocabulary measure in the regression analyses. Dockrell and 
Messer (2004) found that relative strengths in vocabulary served to support the 
production of written text and discriminated between levels of writing.  
Another body of research on vocabulary development focused on the idea 
of word frequency and the role words play within the context of the reading 
passages. Research by Beck and McKeown (1980) led to the tiering or grouping 
of words. These include Tier One, high frequency words that appear in all text. 
Tier Two, high frequency words used across disciplines, have some overlap with 
general (as opposed to discipline specific) academic vocabulary. Tier Three, or 
discipline-specific words, are low frequency words and abstract in meaning. Stahl 
and Shiel (1999) estimated that 300 to 400 word meanings must be taught 
explicitly per year and optimal approaches to word learning must be used if 
growth in vocabulary knowledge will be achieved (Snow, 2002). Researchers can 
include this knowledge when designing ecologically valid investigations so that 
results may then be directly applicable for classroom use.   
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The Bos and Anders (1986, 1990) studies provide a framework replicable 
in teaching content-area vocabulary words for writing. The SSFA interactive 
approach used a hierarchical approach to teach abstract words and created 
groups of related words that can be used as the coordinate and subordinate 
ideas. The structure inherent in the SSFA approach established the 
macrostructure and microstructures of text by having a chart that posed as the 
organizational structure of written text. Interactive discussions between teacher 
and students allowed recognition of relationships between the words and 
phrases, suggesting that meaning is built in some logical, systematic way. This 
study began with the Bos and Anders’ (1990) framework and investigated the 
effects over a period of four weeks.  
To become independent users of rich vocabulary words in writing, Graham 
and Perin (2007) proposed that instruction of content-area words for the 
purposes of increasing knowledge of content-area vocabulary could result in 
improved student writing. However, they note that additional data is needed to 
support this proposition. None of the studies reviewed by Graham and Perin 
(2007) focused on instructional strategies specific to vocabulary as an approach 
to improving writing. More research focusing on efficient ways to teach difficult 
vocabulary words and increase writing achievement is needed. 
Currently, the literature explaining instruction of content area vocabulary 
for the purposes of improving explanatory writing is lacking. None of the studies 
addressed in the Writing Next (Graham & Perin, 2007) report investigated 
vocabulary strategy instruction and knowledge elaboration as they relate to 
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writing. Dozens of studies using Self-regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) 
have produced dramatic effects on the quality of students’ writing in planning, 
organization, and revision (De la Paz, 2003; Graham & Perin, 2007; Mason et al., 
2004; Reid, 2002); however, none had specifically focused on vocabulary 
strategies to teach the use of content-area vocabulary in writing of students. 
The results of the literacy challenges faced by students today are well 
documented. The National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) 
established performance standards that show what students should know and be 
able to do in the domain of writing, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. For 
writing, the framework provides one measure from which to interpret student 
performance in the three modes of writing based on instruction commonly found 
in classrooms. Students in the fourth, eight and twelfth grades were given writing 
assessments in three types of writing: informative, narrative and opinion, to 
gauge their writing achievement level.  
NAEP results are reported as percentages of students performing at or 
above the Basic, Proficient, and Advanced levels. Basic denotes partial mastery 
of prerequisite knowledge and skills that are fundamental for proficient work at a 
given grade. Proficient represents solid academic performance. Students 
reaching this level have demonstrated competency over challenging subject 
matter. Advanced represents superior performance in writing. Students 
performing at this level have demonstrated skillful construction of written text and 
are strategic in use of words and concepts (Nation’s Report Card, 2007).  
The latest statistic in writing published by the National Assessment of 
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Education (NAEP, 2011) reported that only 27% of all eight-grade students 
performed at or above the Proficient levels. The eight-grade students with 
disabilities who took the writing test scored approximately 37 points below the 
average score of a student without disabilities. Sixty percent of students with 
disabilities produced scores at the Below Basic levels. Informing Writing (2011) 
reports that results of students with disabilities were significantly lower than the 
writing performance of students without disabilities. Students especially those 
with disabilities, are not meeting basic academic needs in writing. These 
statistics need to be addressed with sound instruction if students with disabilities 
can realistically perform as proficient writers in society.  
Reading comprehension is also measured by NAEP. The Condition of 
Education 2012 reported that in 2011, 67% of all fourth-grade students 
performed at or below Basic levels in reading. Sixty-six percent of students in 
eighth-grade scored at or below the Basic level. The average fourth grade 
reading score in 2011 was not measurably different from that in 2009. For eighth 
grade students, the average score was one point higher in 2011 than in 2009.  
There is consensus among experts in research and practice that there is 
an important connection between vocabulary and reading comprehension. NAEP 
added a measure of students’ understanding of word meaning within the 
passage comprehension measures beginning 2009 (The Nation’s Report Card, 
2012). The overall average vocabulary scores for fourth- and eighth-grade 
students in 2011 were not significantly different than the 2009 scores. Students in 
the higher performing percentiles in the fourth-grade scoring did not maintain 
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their levels. The same can be said for students in eighth-grade. Students with 
disabilities scored lower on average in vocabulary than students without 
disabilities. At the state level, California students in grade four and eight, on 
average, scored lower than the nation.  
These reports on youth literacy are alarming and have implications for 
society. Success in the workplace and society through lucrative employment is 
impacted by the lack of writing skills. Wagner (2000) reported that high rates of 
poverty correlate positively with low achievement in literacy. For adults with 
literacy challenges, the demands to meet the basic living needs most often 
supersede the need to part-take in literacy intervention programs, eliminating 
their chance to competitively pursue professional positions. Barton (2004) 
documented that the 25 fastest growing professions require higher then average 
literacy demands while the fastest declining professions have lower than average 
literacy demands. The report published by the National Commission on Writing 
(2004, 2005) reveal that a majority of pubic and private employers claim that 
writing proficiency has now become critical in the workplace and directly affects 
hiring and promotion decisions. These reading and writing challenges may have 
socio-emotional consequences for the students with disabilities, and as well in 
society as a whole, as a result of their failure to perform in the academic setting. 
Implications for the individual and society make it imperative to address the 
literacy needs of students with disabilities as soon as they are identified. 
 Students who do not have the capacity to read and write are limited in 
their opportunities for college and career readiness. As adult members of society, 
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about one third of high school graduates are not ready for college-level work 
(Graham & Perin, 2007) and their contributions are contrived. Research is 
needed to create innovative literacy practices to help students become effective 
communicators.   
Research Questions 
The research questions that helped guide this study are as follows: 
1. Are there statistically significant differences in vocabulary scores 
between SSFA and DI students, and between students without 
disabilities and students with disabilities in each treatment group?  
2. Are there statistically significant differences in concept map scores 
between SSFA and DI students, and between students without 
disabilities and students with disabilities in each treatment group? 
3. Are there statistically significant differences in the writing rubric 
scores between SSFA and DI students, and between students 
without disabilities and students with disabilities? 
4. Are there statistically significant differences in change scores 
between pre-efficacy and post-efficacy scores, and pre attitude and 
post-attitude scores? 
5. Are the correlates of writing rubric scores different between SSFA 
and DI students for rubric writing scores, the covariate, vocabulary 
scores, concept map scores, pre-efficacy, and pre-attitude scores? 
Definition of Terms 
The terms and definitions presented in this section may have alternative 
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definitions as used in the body of literature. The researcher acknowledges these 
multiple definitions. The definitions selected were considered within the context 
of this study to operationalize the terms used for this study.  
Content-area vocabulary: Also known as Tier 3 words or domain-specific 
words, these words are often used and found in academic areas such as History, 
Math, Literature and Science. They are key to understanding a new concept 
within a text. They are often explicitly defined by the author of a text, repeatedly 
used, and otherwise heavily scaffolded.  
Definition Instruction: activities that consist of directly teaching the 
definitions of vocabulary words (Pany, Jenkins, & Schreck, 1982). 
Elaborative Interrogation: a higher-order questioning strategy that requires 
learners to provide an explanation to a “why” question or ask learners to 
generate their own elaborative questions (Dornisch, Sperling & Zeruth, 2011). 
Explanatory Writing: As defined by the Common Core State Standards, 
informational/explanatory writing conveys information that helps readers increase 
their knowledge of a subject. Students draw from known information, and from 
primary and secondary sources. Explanatory writing start with the assumption of 
truthfulness and help readers understand and clarify rather than persuade.  
Syntactic semantic feature analysis (SSFA): is an interactive cognitive 
strategy that is designed to help students categorize vocabulary words by noting 
similarities and differences among related ideas (Bos & Anders, 1990). A 
hierarchical structured matrix (relationship chart) contains the superordinate 
concept serving as the title, the coordinate concepts as columns and subordinate 
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concepts as rows. 
Student’s self-efficacy in writing: students’ motivation and interest to begin 
and / or continue writing activities.  
Students with disabilities: student evaluated in accordance with Sec. 
300.304 through 300.311 as having mental retardation, a hearing impairment 
(including deafness), a speech or language impairment, a visual impairment 
(including blindness), a serious emotional disturbance (referred to in this part as 
"emotional disturbance"), an orthopedic impairment, autism, traumatic brain 
injury, other health impairments, a specific learning disability, deaf-blindness, or 
multiple disabilities, and who, by reason thereof, needs special education and 
related services.  
Students with learning disabilities: A specific learning disability is a 
disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in 
understanding or using written or spoken language, and may manifest itself in the 
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical 
calculations; may include perceptual disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain 
dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. 
Sum score of writing rubric: organization, content, style, and vocabulary 
words used summed to obtain an overall writing score.  
Syntactic Scaffolds: Cloze-type sentences based on the relationships 
among the coordinate and subordinate concepts. 
Total Concept Maps: sum of the four weekly score of links and terms on 
student generated concept maps. 
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Total Writing: sum of the four weekly writing rubric scores  
Total Vocabulary: sum of the four weekly vocabulary tests 
Vocabulary Uptake: Vocabulary uptake occurs when students use the new 
vocabulary words appropriately in their written responses. Vocabulary uptake is 
measured by counting the number of new vocabulary words used in the written 
responses and dividing it by the total number words taught that week.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of this quasi-experimental study was to examine the effects 
of the elaborative vocabulary instruction on sixth-grade students’ explanatory 
writing. This literature review is organized into four sections. The first section 
describes Hayes’ (1996) writing model to illustrate how writing tasks necessarily 
engage working and long-term memory. The second section details studies on 
the impact of vocabulary instruction and the possible links between vocabulary, 
reading comprehension, and writing. The third section describes studies on 
schema theory and its’ relation to pre-writing strategies. Lastly, the fourth section 
reviews studies on attitudes and self-efficacy in writing. This chapter concludes 
with a summary of factors important to the current study.  
A Model for the Writing Process 
Hayes’ (1996) cognitive model of the composing process captures the 
recursive nature of writing and provides a model to explain the complexities 
involved in the writing process. Each phase – reflection, text production, and 
revision - draw upon long-term memory capacities and operate in a cognitive task 
environment. According to Hayes (1996), writing is a goal directed task that 
requires the writer to engage in planning (reflecting), writing (translating), and 
reviewing (revising). The subcomponent of reflection involves problem solving, 
decision-making, and inferencing. Associated with planning is the writer’s long-
term memory, which holds knowledge of audience, linguistic knowledge and task 
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schemas about how to carry out specific writing tasks. During sentence 
generation, writers produce formal sentences intended as drafts. At this point in 
the process, writers monitor their work to ensure that the work being produced 
are meeting the established goals, which requires reading, reviewing and asking 
for feedback. During the revision process, writers make attempts to improve their 
drafts.  
In the planning process, expert writers necessarily possess representation of 
knowledge, have sources of writing plans, and have a tool kit of strategic 
knowledge. They have planning skills to construct an initial task that represent 
the goals of writing that can be formed in a hierarchical fashion with top-level 
goals and subgoals. In the end, the writer’s goals form a complex structure 
(Hayes & Flowers, 1986). Expert writers generate elaborated networks of goals, 
subgoals, plans and evaluative comments. Ultimately, expert writers integrate 
their plans well to accomplish their writing goals.  
Hayes (1996) conceptualized a writing model that identifies different 
components of a writing task that draw upon working and long-term memory 
capacities. This model aids researchers in identifying what may individually and 
simultaneously impact writing outcomes. The theory of working memory 
(Baddeley, 1986) has been used to explain writing difficulties among students 
(Kellogg, 1983). Working memory is thought to be involved during high-level 
cognitive tasks like writing and when intact, it brings the present (new knowledge 
acquired), past (knowledge from past learning), and future (goals and plans) 
together in a moment-to-moment “blackboard of the mind” (Berninger & Richards, 
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2002). According to Goldman-Rakic (1992), working memory is not active at birth 
but can be activated when the student is able to represent knowledge and 
perform related peripheral functions to regulate the processing of those 
representations. It is integral to text generation and transcription, and it is a 
limited resource that must be coordinated when transcribing and composing to 
create accurate and meaningful text (Berninger, 1999). The theory of working 
memory posits that in order to circumvent these limited capacities, automatizing 
rote lower level tasks, can free up room for more complex high-order procedures.  
The first study in this section is that of Vandenberg and Swanson (2007), 
who investigated whether the different components of working memory had 
differential effects on the organization and sentence-level structures of writing. 
Specifically, they investigated whether the phonological loop, visuospatial 
sketchpad, or the central executive part of working memory each impacted the 
act of writing. The participants in this study were 161 students in grade 10, 
selected from a middle class suburban school. Two writing measures were used: 
(a) the story subtest from the TOWL-2 (Hammill & Larsen, 1988) was used which 
required students to look at a picture and then write a story explaining the 
contents of the picture and (b) another writing prompt which was referred to as 
the experimental writing measure. This writing prompt asked students to discuss 
two or three ways in which the character in the picture responds to the challenge. 
From these writing products, several writing scores were created: quality of the 
structure of text, capitalization and punctuation, ability to use grammar, ability to 
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plan, revise. These results were then used to identify the relationship between 
working memory and the planning, writing, and revision steps of writing.  
A factor analysis was performed on the writing measures yielding a four-factor 
solution: Factor I (eigenvalue - 2.78) represented punctuation and grammar, 
Factor II (eigenvalue - 1.97) related to the structural measures of writing. Factor 
III (eigenvalue - 1.66) loaded on the spelling measures, and Factor IV 
(eigenvalue – 1.60) was connected to vocabulary skills. A multiple regression 
analysis was subsequently performed using these factors from the TOWL-2 and 
the Experimental Writing measure. All factors were regressed on the three 
working memory components and showed significant beta weights for the central 
executive component of working memory.  
These results support the notion that working memory, primarily the 
central executive, play a major role in predicting writing including planning, 
translating. In addition, they found that when all the skills of the writing process 
are being used simultaneously, the central executive’s ability to manage all these 
skills is greatly impacted. According to Vandenberg and Swanson (2007), the 
central executive is responsible for controlling attention necessary for obtaining 
data stored in long-term memory to be used in the writing process, for controlling 
the different skills used in the writing process, and for enabling the ability to 
switch attention between the writing processes. 
The Vanderberg and Swanson (2007) study is important to this study 
because the evidence provided support to the claim that writing tasks places 
demands on working memory. The current study kept in mind the limitations of 
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working memory and designed instructional strategies that are believed to aid the 
limitations of working memory of students with or without disabilities in the sixth-
grade during writing. It is hypothesized that these instructional strategies build 
upon prior knowledge (long-term memory) and incorporate new knowledge 
stored in working memory through repetition and elaboration techniques. By 
using these instructional techniques, it is hypothesized the writing products will 
exhibit greater use of content-area vocabulary, improved organization and more 
focused, coherent writing.  
The second study investigating the role of working memory and writing 
was performed with students with attention deficit hyperactivity disorders (ADHD) 
and those who had comorbid conditions such as learning disabilities and mild 
emotional disturbances. DeBono, Hosseini, Cairo, Ghelani, Tannock, and Toplak 
(2011) sought to distinguish the effects of the cognitive processes of these 
students versus the behaviors of the students on written expression. The 
participants were adolescents ages 13 to 18 diagnosed or had previous 
diagnoses of ADHD, learning disabilities, and emotional disturbances.  
Two tailed, Pearson product moment correlations were computed in order to 
examine the relationships between ADHD symptom ratings, cognitive processing 
measures, and written expression tasks. Significant associations were obtained 
between the cognitive processing measures and written expression performance, 
but few were obtained from the behavioral ratings. Simultaneous regression 
analyses to determine which cognitive processing measures would be the most 
robust predictors of written expression performance was also performed.  
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Written expression as measured by the spontaneous subtests of the TOWL-3 
demanded all of the cognitive processing measures used in this study. 
Contextual conventions were predicted by all of the cognitive processing 
measures used in the study. Contextual language and story construction were 
predicted by working memory index, processing speed, language ability, and 
reading efficiency.  
Although participants in this study were students diagnosed with or exhibit 
symptoms of ADHD, learning disabilities, and mild emotional disturbances who 
are impacted by deficits in working memory capacities, the study provided 
evidence that writing tasks, regardless of who performs the tasks, rely heavily on 
the several cognitive processes. Implications of this study highlighted the 
importance of teaching automization processes in writing such as handwriting, 
spelling, integrating conventions of grammar and punctuations. The De Bono et 
al. (2011) study established the relationship of the limited working memory 
resource and its important role in writing. The current study incorporated results 
from the De Bono et al. (2011) study and sought to use a scaffold, the semantic 
feature analysis matrix, to create a schema to incorporate ease of learning of the 
new vocabulary words.  
The research literature on relationship of working memory and writing provide 
support that when new content-area vocabulary words are introduced to students, 
effective practices ought to be used to ease the load on comprehension of these 
new words and the use of these new words in written work. The intervention 
used in this study was designed with this in mind. The use of the semantic 
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feature analysis matrix and elaborative strategies were hypothesized to ease the 
load of learning new content-area vocabulary words so that students will be able 
to use them in their written work.  
Vocabulary Instruction 
The strong relationship between vocabulary instruction and reading 
comprehension (Elleman, Lindo, Murphy, & Compton, 2009; National Reading 
Panel, 2000) provide cause for targeted instruction of content-area vocabulary. 
When students are required to apply this comprehension into writing tasks, the 
tasks necessarily require some level of automatized recall and understanding of 
these words, coupled with the use of writing strategies in order to create 
meaningful and organized compositions. Before any writing activity ensues, 
however, word knowledge must be present (Graves, 1987; Hayes, 2004).   
Research on a variety of approaches to vocabulary instruction has shown overall 
improvements in reading comprehension (Jitendra, Edwards, Sacks, & Jacobson, 
2004). According to Vadasy and Nelson (2012) using definition instruction, 
semantic mapping, using context and meanings of words, or mnemonic 
techniques can be effective when teaching vocabulary to struggling learners.  
However, the effectiveness of the approach is minimized by a less than strategic 
approach to the selection of words. Often vocabulary selection is largely 
dependent on those pre-selected by the text and is unrelated to each other in 
meaning (Hiebert & Cervetti 2011). Four studies related to vocabulary instruction 
is presented in this section and is concluded by a summary of the four studies 
listing the relevancies to the designed intervention study is presented.  
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This section begins with a review of the research published by Hiebert and 
Cervetti (2011) on the examination of words used in narrative and scientific text. 
The study presented evidence that have implications for learning and instructing 
vocabulary. Hiebert and Cervetti (2011) examined words selected for instruction 
from English/Language Arts (ELA) and science texts to show the distinct 
differences between the length of words, frequency of appearance in the 
respective texts, familiarity, conceptual complexity, and semantic relatedness. 
The authors referred to the British National Corpus and determined that 
approximately 750,000 words can be grouped on the basis of frequency: (1) 
highly frequent, (2) moderately frequent, and (3) rare. Using two types of text, 
informational and narrative, approximately 1,000 words account typically for two-
thirds of the total words in text. In science texts, words with precise meanings 
that differed from their common use appeared less frequently. Common concepts 
appeared to be the determining factor for frequency in a narrative text. 
Additionally, the multiple meanings of words can account for challenges in 
students’ comprehension. For example, a word like energy has a specific 
meaning in a physics text, which differs from the meaning in a narrative text 
where the dialogue is about the lack of energy to cook a meal.  
The authors also highlighted the differences between words according to 
the semantic relatedness of words. As learners create new meaning for words 
based on unique distinctions of experiences in their environment e.g. 
neuroprotective and spyware (Oxford Dictionaries, 2010), common relationships 
among words are created like semantics, collocations, superordination, and 
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synonyms. For science texts words can be clustered according to themes such 
as weather conditions, weather patterns, seasonal change, and precipitation. For 
vocabulary in ELA, words like vowels and consonants are related according to 
the functions in language.  
The comparison of these words revealed that words used in ELA texts are 
more familiar but less frequent than science vocabulary whereas science words 
are longer, more complex, and more semantically related than narrative words. 
Results of the comparison of words from narrative and informational text show 
statistically significant differences for familiarity, frequency, length, and 
conceptual complexity. The words in the narrative vocabulary are more likely to 
be familiar to students than the words in the science text, but these words appear 
less frequently in text than science words. Science words are significantly longer 
and have more conceptually complex definitions. They appear more frequently 
than words from narrative texts, which imply that the conceptually complex 
meanings may impact the comprehension of students. The study thus provided 
teachers some evidence that differing types of text may call for different 
instructional approaches.  
Teachers are able to anticipate the differences in patterns and differentiate 
lessons accordingly. According to Hiebert and Cervetti (2011) teachers need to 
do considerable scaffolding of words chosen for instruction in the English 
Language Arts text because these words appear only once within the narrative 
text because authors of narrative texts vary the language to convey character, 
feelings, and perspective. For vocabulary in science, instruction is necessarily 
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different due to the thematic nature of the meaning of science-related words and 
because these words appear more frequently in science text. The authors claim 
that instruction may need to incorporate experiences over time through extensive 
discussions, demonstrations, and experiments, and may need to be revisited to 
have greater depth of meaning and knowledge of these words. If words from ELA 
texts and/or science texts are to be incorporated in written or oral vocabulary 
work, then repeated exposures may be necessary. Teachers will need to be 
selective, and use instructional strategies for both narrative and informational text 
vocabularies. 
One instructional strategy for vocabulary is the direct instruction of 
definition. Teachers check for understanding, facilitate participation through 
guided generation of synonyms and antonyms, and gradually release the word 
learning responsibilities to the students. Pany and Jenkins (1978) varied the 
amount of direct instruction to examine the effects students’ word learning and 
comprehension word. This study used a repeated measures randomized block 
factorial design in which the six elementary students with LD served as their own 
controls. Three conditions, meanings given (MG), meanings practiced (MP), and 
meanings from context (MC) were created. In the MC condition, no direct 
instruction was provided. In the MP condition, students received the most direct 
instruction using flash cards practiced before reading the related story. In the MG 
condition, students were provided meanings of preselected words as they 
occurred in the story. Results from the immediate isolated vocabulary test 
indicated that students in the MP condition outperformed students in the MC and 
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MG conditions (ES = 4.30). On the vocabulary context test students in the MP 
condition again outperformed students in the MC (ES = 4.62) and MG conditions 
(ES = 3.61).  
The three approaches for vocabulary had instructional implications. The 
MC condition was deemed most efficient because it required very little time and 
materials to implement. Students were able to memorize meanings and state 
meanings for isolated words. For the MG and MP methods, daily instruction time 
is needed as well as availability of materials such as flashcards to practice target 
words. This is deemed superior to others because direct instruction of word 
meanings appeared to have positively influenced the acquisition of word 
knowledge.  
Another study focusing on vocabulary instruction is that of Bos and Anders 
(1992), that used written recalls as an outcome measure of vocabulary 
instruction. Cognitive strategy instruction in vocabulary acquisition provides 
students with strategies and a framework for understanding a semantic network 
of words. Bos and Anders (1986, 1990, 1992) studies provided empirical support 
for interactive teaching strategies using semantic maps (SM), semantic feature 
analysis (SFA), and semantic-syntactic features analysis (SSFA). The Bos and 
Anders (1992) study, involved 61 middle school students with LD attending a 
school located in a large metropolitan area in the Southwest. The study 
investigated the difference between definition instruction approach and 
interactive-knowledge based interventions on the reading comprehension of 
students with LD. The results showed that the interactive-knowledge based 
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methods (SM, SFA, and SSFA) produced higher comprehension, more 
vocabulary words learned, and better writing quality based on the writing recalls 
of the participants. In this method students were encouraged to activate, share, 
and elaborate on their prior knowledge. Written recalls were judged using 
relevant vocabulary generated, relevant conceptual units, and quality of scriptal 
knowledge. It is important to note that students in the SSFA and SFA groups 
generated significantly more conceptual units and relevant vocabulary words, 
higher quality scriptal knowledge than subjects in the Definition Instruction 
condition. Compared to the interactive-knowledge based methods, the Definition 
Instruction method was not able to provide rich context for the words.  
A third related vocabulary study is that of Duin and Graves (1987) who 
studied 80 seventh-grade students from a junior high school located in a middle-
class suburb of Minneapolis. Their findings indicated that pre-teaching a set of 
related vocabulary words to students before writing in which students are 
instructed to use these words can improve the quality of students’ essays. Three 
language arts classes were comprised of students selected from the entire 
seventh-grade students in the school. The classrooms were randomly assigned 
to three experimental treatment groups: (1) intensive vocabulary and writing 
instruction, (2) intensive vocabulary instruction alone, and, (3) traditional 
vocabulary instruction. These groups were taught 13 target words over six days. 
Students were asked to write expository compositions pre and post study, take 
multiple-choice pre- and posttests, and complete attitude inventories.  
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Three treatment groups were designed to isolate the effects of varied 
intensive vocabulary instruction on writing.  The first treatment group involved 
vocabulary with writing instruction and included activities where students had to 
participate in six days of activities designed to teach a set of 13 words that lend 
themselves to write about space. All activities were designed to produce greater 
understanding of the words and greater ability and flexibility in using the words in 
the writing assignment.  The second treatment group, intensive vocabulary-alone, 
included all activities in the first treatment without the writing specific activities. 
The extra time that was allocated for writing activities in the first treatment, were 
filled with other types of vocabulary activities. Treatment Three received 
traditional vocabulary instruction. This group’s activities involved short 
discussions and worksheets that were to be completed by the students in the 
span of three days.  
The dependent variables used to measures effects are vocabulary 
knowledge as measured by multiple-choice tests, the number of target words 
used in the essays, the holistic score and the total score from the quality-scoring 
rubric. Pre and post attitude inventories were also given to students. Results from 
the vocabulary test scores showed significant interaction effect, (F(2,71) = 18.67, 
p < .001), where all the groups showed higher statistically significant higher mean 
scores in the posttest. Target words use din the essays also had statistically 
significant interaction effect, (F(2, 71) = 32.29, p < .001). Using the quality-of-
writing measures criteria, statistically significant effects were seen (F(2,71) = 
13.18,p < .001). Using the total score on the set of composition quality scores, a 
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statistically significant effect was seen, (F(2, 71) = 28.73, p < .001), among the 
groups. The attitude inventories indicate overall positive responses and all 
students thought that the unit was fun.  
Lastly, research by Webb (2009) investigated the effects of pre-learning 
second language vocabulary on reading comprehension and writing by 
differentiating the type of vocabulary learning: receptive learning and productive 
learning. The researcher hypothesized that vocabulary learning through receptive 
learning will increase text comprehension and that productive learning will 
increase written text. Two experimental groups were used to examine the effects 
of receptive and productive learning of word pairs. Participants in the study were 
71 native speakers of Japanese taking English as a foreign language. The 
participants have been studying English for six years and all pretests showed 
that all were proficient in their knowledge of the English language and had 
sufficient vocabulary knowledge to complete the dependent measures. 
Participants were randomly assigned to the experimental groups; 38 in the 
receptive learning task, and 33 in the productive learning task. The receptive 
learning group learned 15 word pairs by reading them and was told to refer to the 
definitions by uncovering the definition page. The productive group were told to 
do the same task as the receptive group, but if they were not able to uncover the 
target word. They were told to recall the words instead. Each group was given 
the dependent measures: (1) a picture-description test to measure participant’s 
use of the target words in writing, and (2) a reading comprehension test using a 
true/false format was also provided. The results showed the use of and 
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understanding of vocabulary in a second language is affected by the way the 
words were learned. The productive group had a mean score of 6.24 (42%) on 
the picture-description test, while the receptive group had a mean score of 4.39 
(29%). On the comprehension test, the receptive group had a mean score of 
25.08 (84%) and the productive group had a mean score of 22.82 (76%) on the 
comprehension test. Further analyses using univariate ANOVA revealed that 
both groups had statistically significant effects on comprehension and writing 
tests. A follow-up univariate ANOVA revealed that the receptive group had 
significantly higher scores on the comprehension test (F(1,69) = 8.31, p < 0.01, 
n2 = 0.11), indicating that receptive learning from word pairs is more effective in 
improving reading comprehension. Likewise, a follow-up univariate ANOVA 
revealed that the participants who completed the productive word-pairs task had 
significantly higher scores on the picture-description test (F(1,69) = 6.92, p < 0.05, 
n2 = 0.09), indicating that productive learning from word pairs is more effective in 
improving the students’’ use of taught words in writing.  
The results of the Webb (2009) study are of particular importance to the 
current study. With a focus on how learning occurred among the participants, the 
instructional design employed showed how comprehension and writing can be 
differentially affected by tasks designed during vocabulary learning. Although the 
participants in the Webb (2009) study involved students who were learning 
English as a second language, the process of learning new vocabulary words for 
different purposes was highlighted. The study results support the need for 
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interventions that emphasize increased outcomes for vocabulary comprehension 
and writing.  
Each of the four studies reviewed in this section illustrate the importance 
of teaching vocabulary using varied instructional techniques with students with 
and without disabilities. Students with disabilities exhibited less comprehension 
and less-developed writing skills compared to their typically performing peers; 
however after undergoing specific interventions (Bos & Anders, 1990; Duin & 
Graves, 1987; Pany & Jenkins, 1978;) all students with and without disabilities 
made relative improvements in comprehension and writing recalls. The study 
results show support that pre-learning vocabulary is important for comprehension 
of text and written composition tasks where these words are to be used. A more 
important implication to current study is that the results from the Webb (2009) 
study support that learners who receive vocabulary instruction may be able to 
successfully use recently taught words in their writing and that their performance 
may depend on the method of learning. The current study considered the method 
of vocabulary learning and factored in the use of the semantic feature analysis 
matrix as a way to ease the load of learning a list of new words. The current 
study also considered that the Webb (2009) study designed a sentence-writing 
task after learning word pairs and used measures that ecologically relevant. The 
current study used an explanatory paragraph to measure the effects of the 
intervention on students’ use of vocabulary words in sentences as well students’ 
ability to organize the ideas in response to a writing prompt.  
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Elaborative Strategies 
Generative learning model (Wittrock, 1974) is a teaching approach that 
involves activities that prepare learners to construct meaning between stored 
knowledge, memories, and new information. Based on this model, learners must 
first generate relations between units of concepts before comprehension and 
meaningful learning can occur. The responsibility of creating meaning depends 
on the learners’ active engagement, which in turns predicts higher 
comprehension. When students are taught to use generative strategies, e.g. to 
summarize and to relate paragraphs to their experiences, comprehension is 
enhanced.  
Generative teaching approach involves understanding and attention to 
four factors that mitigate student learning: (1) students’ preconceptions, 
knowledge, and perceptions, (2) motivation, (3) attention, and (4) generation. 
Teachers first work to understand students’ prior knowledge and interests. 
Through active questioning, teachers engage students’ attention and motivate 
students to find answers from their prior experience from which to connect new 
information. When reading, learners generate relations among the parts of text 
and connect them with their own knowledge of the text. With effective 
representations that are based on prior knowledge of content area of life 
experiences, readers process new information more effectively and efficiently. 
Studies on elaboration and integration strategies suggest that learners enhance 
their understanding when they construct meaning and integrate new meaning 
with what they already know. 
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One form of elaborative strategy is elaborative interrogation (EI), which is 
considered a higher-order questioning strategy to help learners make meaning of 
new information. The premise underlying this belief is that the learners’ prior 
knowledge is activated helping the to-be-learned information more memorable 
(Ozgungor & Guthrie, 2004).  Student-generated relational explanations have 
been tested as a viable instructional strategy with college students as well as 
elementary students with mild disabilities.  
This section describes four studies on elaborative strategies that provide 
empirical support for the use of elaborative strategies during instruction. The first 
study reviewed is one by Dornisch, Sperling, and Zeruth (2011), which designed 
two experiments to examine the effectiveness of elaborative strategies when 
reading text. The first experiment investigated levels of comprehension based on 
the elaborative strategies used. Five elaborative processing conditions were 
designed and comprehension at different levels after applying the elaborative 
strategies was measured. The second experiment examined how effective 
strategies were on comprehension by measuring students’ adherence to the 
strategies and active use of the strategies.   
Participants in the study were 161 undergraduate students enrolled in a 
psychology course. They were to read a base text and respond according to the 
experimental condition they were assigned. Each condition ranged from simple 
provision of cues such as examples provided to students (PEX) to higher-level 
conditions where students were prompted to generate a novel example (GEX). 
The three other conditions required students to respond to one of the following 
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conditions: (1) to elaborative interrogations within the text (PEI); (2) to generate 
elaborative interrogations (GEI); and (3) to generate and answer elaborative 
generations (GAEI). Several dependent variables were used to measure effects 
of the different conditions. A matching test with factual definitions was used. A 
multiple choice test containing a combination of knowledge/comprehension items, 
applications items, higher-order analysis, synthesis, evaluation items was also 
administered. Another measure took the form of integration tests where 
participants had to pull information from several sources and tested the ability to 
integrate different materials. Lastly, an open-ended problem solving transfer item 
was administered.  
Statistical analyses using a MANOVA were performed to determine effects 
of the different conditions on learning. Wilks’ Lambda indicated that there were 
no differences among conditions on the four dependent measures (F (16,468)= 
1.31, p = .19). Specifically, no differences among the conditions were apparent 
for matching (F(4,156)= 1.75, p = .14), multiple choice (F(4,156) = 1.44, p = .22), 
open-ended factual questions (F(4,156) = .78, p = .54), or problem-solving 
transfer (F(4,156) = .75, p = .56). To determine overall learning, a composite 
outcome score was computed and an ANOVA was conducted. There were no 
significant differences among conditions on the total composite outcome (F(4, 
156) = 1.00, p = .41). 
The second experiment sought to determine the effects of students’ 
inability to respond to the various elaborative strategy conditions on the use of 
elaboration strategies. Dornisch et al. (2011) hypothesized that if students are 
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unable to respond to the imbedded elaborative prompts, then they will most likely 
choose to use that particular strategy. Correlations were computed between the 
study conditions and the four dependent measures. Results of the analyses 
indicated that for the PEI condition, participants who performed well answering 
the strategy prompt tended to perform better on the matching test (r = .56, p 
< .01), the recognition test (r = .64, p < .01), the open-ended, factual recognition 
test (r = .77, p < .01), and the problem-solving test (r = .44, p < .05). For the 
GAEI group, a significant correlation was detected. Those participants who 
performed well answering study conditions tended to perform better on the 
problem-solving test (r = .38, p < .05).  All other conditions showed no significant 
correlations.  
Results from experiment two indicate that when students experience 
difficulty in responding to the elaborative strategy prompts, then they are more 
likely not to use the strategies. Dornisch et al. (2011) also assert that students 
may lack the procedural knowledge of using these strategies effectively. One 
distinguishing factor of this study is that issues of ecological validity, 
generalizability, and utility were examined. Elaborative strategies have been well 
established with shorter text as a viable strategy to increase comprehension, but 
studies are lacking with materials of longer text, especially in History classes. 
The authors recommended further research in how instruction can be designed 
to encourage deep learning with longer texts using these strategies. 
The second study focusing on the use of elaborative interrogation (EI) strategies 
is that of Dornisch and Sperling (2006). The study sought to find evidence of 
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effectiveness using EI when imbedded in a text imbedded in a web based 
environment. A two-group study was designed with an EI group and a repeated 
reading group (RC). To measure effects, three dependent measures were used 
(a) an immediate free-recall tests; (b) multiple-choice recognition test; and (c) a 
problem-solving transfer item. As a delayed measure, the free-recall test and the 
recognition test were given one week later. Participants of the study were 75 
undergraduate students who were randomly assigned to each condition. In the 
RC condition, participants were instructed to re-read the text until they were 
comfortable with their comprehension to perform sufficiently well on the 
assessment. The EI condition participants were instructed to respond to “why” 
questions imbedded in text margin.  
Results of the free-recall prompt, recognition questions, and problem-
solving transfer items were analyzed using a multiple T-test. Analysis of the free 
recall results showed no significant differences between the two conditions, 
although the analysis of means form delayed testing did show higher means for 
the EI than for the RC condition. On the factual recognition test, there were no 
significant differences in the overall factual recognition, (t(73) = -1.847, p = .07). 
For problem-solving transfer measure, no significant differences were found 
between the two conditions, (t(73) = .338, p = .73). The researchers suggested 
that the lack of participants’ conceptual and procedural knowledge of the EI 
strategy could have accounted for the lack of statistically significant difference 
between the two groups. Another supposition offered was that the participants 
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lacked interest in text topics that according to Hidi and Harackiewicz (2000), may 
have increase learning of text materials.  
A third study investigating the effectiveness of elaborative interrogation is 
that of Ramsay, Sperling, and Dornisch (2010). The purpose of the study was to 
address whether main idea or elaborative interrogation strategies have a 
differential impact on comprehension when participants read an ecologically valid 
expository history text. Two hundred 96 participants in the study were 
sophomores from an introductory education psychology class at a large Mid-
Atlantic university. Three conditions were established: the control group, 
independent study (IS), and two experimental groups: main idea (MI) and 
elaborative interrogation (EI). Participants in the IS condition were not instructed 
to use any strategies as the read; rather they were provided the option to use a 
strategy of choice. For the experimental conditions, pre-teaching of the MI and EI 
strategies was provided. For the MI condition, participants were to identify the 
main idea for the specific section of the text and re-write them in their own words. 
For the EI condition, in addition to identifying the main idea, participants were to 
pose “why” questions and answer the questions they posed. This was to be done 
using the specified section of the text. In all conditions, participants after reading 
and responding to their prompts were directed to complete the dependent 
measures for matching, text-explicit recognition items, and recall of text implicit 
facts. 
Means from all dependent measures in each condition were compared to 
detect statistically significant differences. The matching test condition produced 
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higher means for the IS condition than the MI and EI conditions. There was a 
statistically significant difference in favor of the IS condition, (F(2,352) = 3.51, p 
= .03). Text-explicit recognition test items also showed means favoring the IS 
condition with the MI participants scoring the lowest, however, no statistically 
significant differences were detected among the means. On the text implicit recall 
test items, mean scores favored the EI condition but were not statistically 
significant, (F(2, 352) = 224, p = .11). 
An interest measure using the Perceived Interest Questionnaire (PIQ) was 
administered at the conclusion of the study to assess the situational interest of 
the learner during the reading task. A one-way ANOVA analysis of the PIQ was 
performed to determine significant differences in the reported interest scores 
among the conditions. The EI condition reported having the highest mean 
interest score, but was not statistically significant.  
Ramsay, Dornisch, and Sperling (2011) study is important to the current 
study for several reasons. First, the authors posited the importance of being 
selective when teaching strategies for comprehension. Further, based upon what 
is known for instructional strategy instruction, it is important to teach students the 
why and how of using a strategy to help them become more effective users of the 
strategy. In the current study, teachers were explicit in using the elaboration 
techniques. Teachers explained that answering why-questions was helpful in 
recalling facts they have learned and read. Teachers also encouraged students 
to self-impose why-questions whenever reading text. A second reason why this 
study is relevant to the current study is that the study involved participants who 
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are college students studying in a university who may have automatized reading 
strategies not in line with the study strategies, and used them during the 
experiment. This made it difficult to measure the effectiveness of the MI and EI 
strategies. It is possible that the college students may be using prior learned 
strategies when reading. Because the participants in the current study are sixth-
graders, it can be reasoned that young learners are still in need of reading 
comprehension strategies. Teachers taught the sixth graders to use elaboration 
strategies when reading their Humanities text to help them understand better. 
Recent studies involving elaboration and elaborative interrogation have involved 
participants in college level, and not middle school. This study aimed to gather 
support for elaboration and elaborative interrogation as an effective instructional 
tool that could impact explanatory writing.  
Elaborative interrogation has also been studied with students with 
disabilities. Scruggs, Mastropieri, and Sullivan (1994) evaluated the effectiveness 
of promoting relational thinking using elaborative interrogation techniques to 
facilitate content acquisition of elementary school students with mild disabilities. 
This technique employs systematic questioning and coaching of students to 
provide rational explanations for the information provided, based on their prior 
knowledge. Students who participated in the study were identified to have mild 
disabilities attending the fourth and fifth grades in a rural/suburban elementary 
school. Students were randomly assigned to one of three conditions stratified by 
grade level: a control condition, an experimenter-provided explanation condition, 
and a student-generated explanation (elaborative interrogation) condition. In the 
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control condition, experimenters simply asked students to repeat the new fact, 
and encouraged the student to remember it after the experimenter said the fact 
out loud. Both experimenter and student rehearsed the fact with time remaining. 
In the experimenter-provided explanation condition, the examiner provided the 
student with an explanation for the fact an asked the student to repeat both 
reason and explanation throughout the time allocated. In the third experimental 
condition, students were asked to generate the explanation for each fact. If the 
student was unable to provide the fact, the examiner asked structured 
questioning to lead the student to the correct explanation. With the time 
remaining, students were asked to repeat the fact and explanation.  
Statistically significant differences across groups were obtained on 
immediate factual recall, (F(2,33) = 9.70, p = .01), immediate explanation score, 
(F(2,33) = 117.21, p = .01), delayed factual score, (F(2,16) = 10.55, p = .01), and 
delayed explanation score, (F(2, 16) = 25.28, p = .01). In measures of delayed 
facts and delayed explanations, students in the student-generated explanation 
condition statistically outperformed both experimenter-provided explanation and 
control condition students. Students in the drill and practice of facts group 
recalled very few facts and performed even more poorly when asked to explain 
them. Results of this study suggested that students with mild disabilities have 
difficulty with self-directed active relational thinking about school content. Thus, 
with carefully designed instruction, students with mild disabilities may develop 
relational thinking as well as increase content learning. This study also 
highlighted the importance of requiring students to create effective links with new 
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information. When information is logically related, elaborative interrogation may 
prove to be a promising technique for impacting reasoning and recall. 
The current study seeks to extend the Scruggs, Mastropieri, and Sullivan 
(1994) study in two ways. The current study used an ecologically valid text from 
which meaning of content-area vocabulary words are found. These texts are 
longer and more realistic tools encountered by students compared to the note 
cards and scripts used in the experiment. Additionally, after allowing time for 
active class discussions and completing the SFA matrix to predict relationships 
among the words, students were instructed to read their textbook to confirm their 
predictions or amend them. Students were reminded to use elaborative 
interrogation strategies when reading their text. Secondly, unlike the Scruggs, 
Mastropieri, and Sullivan (2004) study, the current study implemented the SFA 
and elaborative interrogation strategies in classrooms where students with mild 
disabilities are fully included in the general education instruction. This is 
particularly important given the pressure to educate students with mild disabilities 
in least restrictive environments with their normally performing peers.  
Thirdly, elaborative interrogation as a reading comprehension strategy has not 
been linked to any writing outcomes. Dependent measures used in the studies 
reviewed were that of factual recall and multiple-choice items. Even though one 
study did employ a written factual recall, outcomes were not assessed for 
vocabulary usage, writing organization, context, and style.  
It is evident from the review of studies involving elaboration strategies 
specifically elaborative interrogation, that the strategy is effective with college 
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students using particular text lengths and when used in certain settings with 
students with disabilities. There is lack of research that links elaborative 
interrogation with vocabulary instruction and writing. The current study aims to 
investigate this gap. 
Schema Theory and Prewriting Strategies 
The concept of schemas (Rumelhart, 1981), as organized knowledge 
structures in long term memory, explains how existing knowledge is represented 
and how this representation facilitates the integration of new knowledge into 
cognitive systems. Schema theory places knowledge in units called schemata, 
which are stored in long-term memory as underlying objects, situations, events, 
and sequence of events, actions and sequences of actions. These units provide 
a hierarchy of abstractness, suggesting that knowledge can be organized as a 
single set of multiple knowledge units. When new knowledge is presented in a 
hierarchical way, limitations of working memory are alleviated resulting in 
meaningful assimilation of new information in existing knowledge schemas.  
Schema theory has been applied to reading instruction in that it is said to help 
students discern the organization of text structure and it helps activate students’ 
background knowledge in relation to the text topic (Ruddell, 1993, Richardson & 
Morgan, 1997). McNeil’s (1992) work in applying schema theory to reading 
instruction has implications for the pre-writing stage of writing because it is during 
the prewriting stage that planning and organizing text and activating one’s 
background knowledge are engaged to construct meaning. Schema theory may 
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provide the rationale needed for the use of graphic organizers as a prewriting 
strategy.  
The first study investigating the reading-writing connection as it relates to 
schema and prewriting is that of Brodney, Reeves, and Kazelskis (1999). They 
investigated the influence of prewriting treatments on the quality of written 
products of fifth-grade students. Ninety-six students in the fifth-grade class were 
randomly assigned to four treatment groups with a fifth class acting as a pilot 
group for testing the readability level of the passage selected for the study. All 
students have been taught how to plan and use prewriting strategies for writing. 
Treatment groups were as follows: reading-prewriting treatment (R/PT), reading-
only treatment (RT), prewriting-only treatment (PT), or comparison (COMP) 
group. Data were gathered over the 3 consecutive day treatment and data-
collection period. Students were introduced to the topic on the first day, e.g. 
viewing videos on volcanoes, and participated in planned activities to activate 
students’ schema on the topic, volcanoes.  
On the second experiment, prewriting treatments assigned for each group 
were started. For the R/PT group, students were asked to read, study, and spend 
ten minutes to organize thoughts about volcanoes using information based on 
what they had just read, and using self-selected prewriting activity such as 
making a list, a web, an outline, notes, or free writing. After this time, students 
were told to write for 30 minutes to compose in written form, an explanatory 
essay on volcanoes and were allowed to refer back to their notes while 
composing. The RT read and studied for 20 minutes, then were told to directly 
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compose for the next 30 minutes using all information they learned from the 
reading and from the videos viewed from the previous day. The PT group were 
told to write about their thoughts on volcanoes based on the video viewed from 
the prior day, and engage in prewriting activities of their choice, e.g. making a list, 
a web, an outline, notes, or free writing. They pre-wrote for 20 minutes then 
proceeded to compose for the next 30 minutes, an explanatory essay on 
volcanoes. They were allowed to use prewriting notes while composing. The 
COMP group was told to use the information from the videotape to compose an 
explanatory essay on volcanoes to be completed in 30 minutes.  
During the third day, all four groups were encouraged to revise their 
compositions unassisted by their teachers. Any revisions were recopied onto a 
provided paper, and those who chose not to revise were instructed to recopy 
onto a provided paper using the best handwriting. All data were collected by 
teachers and scored by doctoral-level graduate students using T-unit procedure 
(Cooper, 1984), a holistic rubric adapted from Graves (1983), and the analytic 
measure developed by Tompkins (1990).  All scorers were trained and reliability 
procedures were followed. Spearman-Brown formula was used to determine the 
reliability of the scores.  
Using multivariate analysis of covariance to examine the effects of the four 
prewriting treatments on the dependent variables, ideas, style, organization, and 
mechanics and total word per T-unit, results indicate relatively strong treatment 
effects. Using the raw reading comprehension achievement scores as the 
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covariate, the resulting multivariate F-ratio based on Wilks’s lambda was 
significant, (F(18, 244) = 4.27, p < .001, Wilks’s h = .460).  
Further analyses of the R and PT groups showed that the adjusted mean 
of the R/PT group was found to be significantly higher (p < .05) than the adjusted 
means of the RT, PT, and COMP groups on the holistic measure, organization, 
styles and mechanics measures. Additionally, the adjusted mean of the R/PT 
Group was significantly greater (p < .05) than that of the RT or PT group on ideas. 
There were no significant differences found in the adjusted means of the ideas 
measure between the R/PT and COMP groups.  
The results show support that using prewriting strategies significantly 
influence the quality of fifth-grade students’ explanatory compositions. Authors 
posited further extensions of the study addressing kinds of prewriting activities 
that may be most effective with different genres of writing. They also encouraged 
further investigations in combinations of activities or processes during the 
prewriting phase. For example, will writing quality be affected when reading 
paired with ten minutes of conservation with a classmate about the topic was 
done? Building upon the Brodney, Reeves, and Kazelskis (1999) study, the 
current study used elaborative strategies (conversations among classmates and 
teachers) and the semantic-syntactic scaffold intervention to act as a pre-writing 
strategy in preparation for composing explanatory paragraphs.  
The second study reviewed in this section is that of by Brown and Cady 
(2011). Researchers analyzed student achievement in writing using graphic 
organizers to organize ideas and thoughts during the prewriting process. 
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Participants in the study were twenty-one students each with Individualized 
Education Plans enrolled in the tenth grade English class. A narrative baseline 
and persuasive essay were used as pre and post measures respectively, and 
were scored using the Six Traits of Writing rubric and the Kansas Composite 
Formula. Student surveys were given, pre and post study, to assess their 
attitudes towards writing as well as to gain a perspective on perceived ability to 
write. The treatment composed of explicit instruction on how to take notes using 
graphic organizers while working in small groups to complete the graphic 
organizer. Students were instructed to use these as resources during the 
prewriting process in preparation for the persuasive essay composition. Analyses 
of the pre and post compositions showed that quality of writing compositions 
benefitted from the use of graphic organizers as a prewriting activity. Qualitative 
analyses of pre and post writing measures show that students, prior to the 
graphic organizer instruction, spent very little time organizing ideas during the 
baseline writing activity. The writing survey indicated that 50% of the students 
lack the knowledge for the process and did not understand how prewriting 
process aided in composition. Eighty-three percent of the students surveyed did 
not know how to organize their thoughts and create an outline prior to composing. 
Fifty percent of the students reported that it was very important to organize 
thoughts before writing.  
The treatment consisted of direct modeling and instruction of prewriting 
using graphic organizers. Students spent three days on prewriting activities. At 
the end of this instruction period, students submitted completed persuasive 
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essays. These were scored using the Six Traits of Writing rubric and showed an 
increase in Traits scores on the persuasive essay resulting in an increased 
writing achievement from the baseline essay.  
Using the Kansas Composite Formula to score baseline and persuasive 
essays, the results indicate an increase in scores from baseline to persuasive 
essays scores. Students were not placed in the Academic Warning category for 
the persuasive essay compared to the ten students flagged on the baseline 
essay. Post survey results indicate changes in students’ attitudes towards writing 
and their perceived writing abilities. Seventy-eight percent of students stated they 
knew the steps of the writing process on the post survey compared to the twenty-
five percent on the pre-survey. An increased percentage of students, 83%, 
indicated that they know how to organize thoughts and ideas compared to the 
pre-survey results of 38%. Students’ attitudes about using graphic organizers as 
a prewriting tool changed. Post survey results show that 89% of the students 
reported that graphic organizers are helpful tools to writing as opposed to the 
52% in the prewriting survey. 
Chang, Sung, and Chen (2002) studied the effects of concept mapping 
strategy on the text comprehension and summarization of students. The 
researchers operationalized summarization as the selection of a topic sentence, 
integration of relevant details and elimination of trivial and redundant details, and 
presentation of organized, hierarchical facts. They emphasized the similarity of 
this process to the creation of concept maps. Thus, they reasoned that in theory 
training in concept mapping should be beneficial for enhancing summarization 
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skills of students. When the operationalized definition of summarization by Chang, 
Sung, and Chen (2002) is used, then explanatory writing may be considered 
similar in form to summarization writing. This is important to note as the current 
study used hierarchical facts presented in a format using the SFA to build 
schema. In addition, the current study also required the participants to create 
concept maps prior to writing.  
The participants in the study were 126 fifth-grade students in Taipei, 
Taiwan. There were three experimental groups and one control group. Seven 
weeks of reading, map-construction instruction, or a combination of both were 
given to the experimental and control groups, as well as pre- and posttests 
comprehension and summarization were gathered. The dependent measures 
consisted of a comprehension score and a summarization score. The three 
experimental groups were as follows: (1) concept map correction, (2) concept 
map scaffolding/fading, and (3) concept map generation. Students were asked to 
read texts, construct concept maps according to their experimental assignment. 
The concept-map correction group was given an expert-generated concept map 
and was asked to correct the maps and links. The scaffolding/fading group was 
exposed to activities that aided text comprehension. The map-generation group 
was given articles to read and then was told to extract concepts and semantic 
links from the text to construct the concept maps without help from teachers.  
The control group was instructed on how to read the texts. Posttest occurred one 
week after the direct instruction. Participants were asked to read the text and 
then summarize contents.  
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To analyze the summarization score, summarization protocols were 
divided into idea units and were compared to an expert idea unit, that of the 
teachers’ summaries. Interrater reliability was at .87 and any inconsistencies 
were resolved by further negotiation. Using Garner’s (1982) summarization 
efficiency formula, an indicator of students’ summarization ability was obtained. 
The range of scores for valid idea units ranged from 3 to 16.  
A one-way ANCOVA using the summary efficiency scores in the pretest 
were used as the covariates and the posttest efficiency scores were used as the 
dependent variable. The post hoc comparison using the Bonferroni method 
revealed that the map-correction group achieved better scores in the summary 
posttest than the map-generation and control groups did. The map-correction 
strategy had a significant influence on the participants’ text summarization ability 
than the map-generation method or not using any concept-mapping strategy.  
The results showed that groups using concept maps and faded-expert models 
produced better results in summarization. One implication of this study is that 
concept maps aided in the identification of major ideas or key words, and helps in 
connecting and organizing concepts using relational links, with a final product 
resulting in a concise graphic framework (Chang, Sung & Chen, 2002).  
The studies by Chang, Sung, and Chen (2002), and Brown and Cady 
(2011) are important to the current study in two ways. First, the data showed that 
the use of graphic organizers in the prewriting stage is important to help students 
with disabilities write better. Moreover, explicit instruction on how to use graphic 
organizers as a prewriting strategy stood out as an important factor as shown in 
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the results of the study. The current study had a similar approach in that it was 
designed with a specific emphasis on using content-area vocabulary as the topic 
of organization and schema building. The current study employed an instructional 
strategy using a semantic feature analysis matrix, a tool closely resembling the 
purpose of concept maps. Based on the results of Chang, Sung and Chen (2002), 
it was believed that the experimental group would have produced higher quality 
explanatory writing than ones from the control group.  Adding to the work of 
Chang, Sung, and Chen (2002) study, the current study examined the effects of 
the elaborative vocabulary instruction on the writing of sixth-grade students with 
and without disabilities. Secondly, the Brown and Cady (2011) study focused on 
instructing only students with disabilities in a separate classroom. The current 
study extended the Brown and Cady (2011) study and used graphic organizers in 
the form of a semantic feature matrix as a prewriting strategy in general 
education classrooms that fully includes students with disabilities. 
Another study addressing prewriting activities is Loader (1989). The study 
used a two-treatment group: (1) treatment group received instruction on creating 
a semantic organizer as a way to generate and organize ideas prior to writing, 
and (2) the other simply listed their ideas prior to writing. Forty-seven fourth-
grade students participated in the study and were from a small urban community. 
All students received instruction in the general education classroom. The study 
design involved a writing pre and posttest. Intervention took place over five 
weeks, where the researcher conducted two lessons per week.  
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Papers were scored using a holistic rubric assessing content, organization, and 
purpose. Numbers of words as well as units of concepts were counted. The data 
were analyzed using mixed design analysis of variance. The mean holistic scores 
of both treatment groups from writing samples pretests and posttests showed a 
statistically significant difference between the two groups. The study results 
showed a small effect size of 0.32 with fourth grade students when they 
completed a semantic web versus listing ideas for writing. 
The students in the semantic organizer group were able to write more 
content, used more relevant words, achieved higher level of organization, and 
expressed clearer sense of purpose in their compositions. Holistic rubrics were 
used to determine mean differences between the groups. One important aspect 
in this study is the involvement of teacher guidance when using the semantic 
organizer as a prewriting strategy. Loader also administered a pre- and post 
attitude survey with both experimental and control groups. 
Lastly, a study by Sundeen (2012) is reviewed in this section to highlight 
the effectiveness of using mind mapping as a prewriting and organization writing 
strategy for high school students with learning disabilities to improve the quality 
of their written work. Using a multiple-baseline across-subjects design to observe 
changes in student writing, scores from the writing measures were plotted to 
track the effects of the mind-mapping strategy. Students from three different 
sections of a learning strategies class were designated as a group. There were 
11 students in all who participated in the study and four were designated as 
Group A, another four students were designated as Group B, and the last Group, 
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C, had 3 students. During the pre-baseline phase, students were instructed to 
write daily. After three days of the pre baseline phase, the writing rubric was 
introduced to students. Directly instructing how to use the rubric help set 
expectations upon the students on producing quality of work. Baseline phase 
followed. Nine days elapsed before stable scores were observed. The 
intervention was introduced during whole class instruction for four 50-minute 
classroom sessions. The strategy was explained to the students, followed by 
modeling of specific elements of the strategy. Students learned how to create 
mind maps using the mnemonic, MIND: M for main, I for idea, N for numbered 
subtopics, and D for details. Specific steps were listed on how to create a mind 
map. The final step of the strategy was to write the narrative response to the 
prompt while using the mind-map as a guide. Writing products were collected 
over the study period and scored using the agreed upon rubric that addressed 
focus, organization, and support. During the post-intervention phase, students 
continued to write with no feedback or intervention.  
The average writing quality of students in Group B and C during the 
intervention phase, showed an increase in focus, organization and support, while 
Group A scores declined. During the post-intervention phase, scores from all 
groups declined in focus, organization, and support. However, pre- and post-test 
mean scores using the TOWL-3 showed score improvements for all three groups. 
Qualitative interviews of both teachers and students reflect social validity and 
content validity. Both teachers and students report that creating mind maps prior 
to writing is helpful to produce higher quality writing.  
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Although the results of this study showed promise for the use of mind maps as 
an organizational tool for prewriting, the study did not focus on how to prewrite 
using content-area vocabulary words in explanatory writing. Mind mapping 
appears to be effective for generating narrative writing as evidenced by the pre- 
and posttest scores; however, further research is needed to provide evidence 
that using a schema organizer similar to mind maps, can be an effective tool for 
prewriting.  
Students with mild disabilities need explicit instruction in using prewriting 
strategies to help them produce quality written compositions. The studies 
reviewed in this section provided evidence that using graphic organizers like 
mind maps may lead to more organized narrative writing. More research is 
needed that focus on how writing can be improved by using vocabulary a way 
that incorporates the appropriate use of c using organizers with the ultimate goal 
of using these words in writing. This method is thought to help in retention of 
newly acquired words, scaffold the connections of concepts among these words, 
and establish concrete relationships between words, so that explanatory writing 
becomes less cumbersome for students with disabilities.  
Attitudes and Self-Efficacy in Writing 
 The research literature has established motivational factors that affect 
academic success: interest, self-efficacy, self-regulation, and task perception 
(Hidi & Boscolo, 2006). The following section reviews research related to 
attitudes and students’ self-efficacy in writing to highlight the importance of this 
construct.  
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The first study in this section is that of Schweiker-Marra and Marra (2000). This 
study focused on the results of treatments using prewriting activities to improve 
writing skills and to reduce writing anxiety. Thirty-eight at-risk elementary fifth-
grade students from a Title I elementary school located in a rural mid-Atlantic 
state were selected for the study. Majority of the students were from low socio-
economic background and performed in the lowest quartile on the state test. The 
experimental group received writing instruction from teachers who had been 
trained in the national Writing Project summer intensive. Direct instruction on the 
writing process with emphasis on prewriting skills was the emphasized in this 
intervention. The teacher allocated approximately 30 minutes of the two-hour 
language arts period on writing and then transitioned onto the other core subjects. 
Writing was stressed as a natural part of expressing thought on these core 
subjects. The control group received instruction from a teacher with a strong 
mathematics background and was not a participant of the National Writing 
Project during the summer intensive. His writing teaching pedagogy consisted of 
training he received during his preservice teacher-training period. Writing across 
the core subjects consisted of short answers in non-sentence format and no 
formal instruction on the writing process, peer revision, or student-teacher 
conferencing was given. The teacher assigned formal writing assignment given 
once a month with minimal feedback and without discussion of students’ writing 
challenges.  
This mixed-methods study focused on gathering writing samples to be 
scored using a holistic rubric for narrative writing and analyzing student 
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comments and reflections from the teachers’ journals from a phenomenological 
perspective. The quantitative analysis of written expression showed a statistical 
significant improvement for the experimental group over the study period. Neither 
group showed a significant change in anxiety over time, although the 
experimental group had a larger mean difference or lessened anxiety toward 
writing. Authors posit that more time for intervention might be needed to record 
significant changes in students’ attitudes and apprehension. Despite the lack of 
significance, students in the experimental group reported more confidence in 
having their work published in many forms and began to share more of their 
writing pieces and learned more about the writing process.  
This study is important because it adds evidence to Pajares and Viliante’s 
research (1997) on writing apprehension, noting that students’ beliefs about their 
abilities directly influenced attitudes towards writing. The teacher in the 
experimental group provided direct modeling in writing and explained how to 
attack writing. This showed greater willingness in the part of the students to write 
and more importantly, writing products improved. The intervention described in 
this proposal of study includes instructional scaffolds to mitigate writing 
apprehension and anxiety that students may have when writing explanatory 
paragraphs. Active discussion between teacher and peers, and direct instruction 
in the use of the semantic feature analysis matrix is proposed to help lessen 
anxiety in writing.  
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Summary 
The review of literature highlighted the importance of additional research 
on elaborative interrogation strategies with content-area vocabulary instruction to 
impact writing. Five major areas of the literature related to writing: (1) working 
memory and writing process, (2) vocabulary instruction, (3) elaborative strategies, 
(4) schema and prewriting strategies, and (5) attitudes and self-efficacy in writing 
were reviewed. The study used Rumelhart and Norman’s (1976) information-
processing framework, which describes phases of complex learning that can be 
compared to the process of learning new complex vocabulary words and using 
them in the writing explanations. The current study aimed to extend the body of 
literature in vocabulary instructional strategies with the aim of improving writing 
quality. It emphasized the use of elaborative strategies in vocabulary instruction 
using a semantic feature matrix to organize concepts of new vocabulary.  
The SSFA intervention proposed in this study highlighted semantic 
relations of concepts, which is consistent with schema theory. In SSFA, the most 
abstract concept is labeled superordinate concepts, and the most concrete are 
identified as subordinate concepts (Frayer, Frederick & Klausmeier, 1969). 
Content-area vocabulary is synonymous to the subordinate terms. The 
coordinate terms form the categorical concepts from which to relate new words. 
These concepts were arranged hierarchically in the relationship matrix used in 
the SSFA.  
Elaborative interrogation actively questions and guides students through 
the process of making meaning using the matrix as an organizer. Students 
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complete the cloze-type sentences to help them see how new words operate 
syntactically in a sentence. Students can be taught the relationships between 
and among their prior knowledge to incorporate these new concepts and 
integrate them into their own cognitive structures (Anders & Bos, 1986). Schema 
theory, generative learning, and assimilation theory ground the study’s design 
and implementation.  
This study fills the research gap in several ways. First, research in 
instructional strategies in vocabulary for the purposes of increasing writing is 
needed. Much has been published between the relationship of vocabulary and 
reading. In contrast, studies focusing on the relationship between vocabulary and 
writing studies are few and continue to be a need. Second, the current study 
specifically employed elaborative interrogation strategies using cognitive 
interactive material, the SSFA matrix. The effects of such a strategy on long-term 
memory structures were measured using concept maps and analyzed using 
explanatory written work. It is hypothesized that this structure would help in recall 
and overall writing quality. Third, the study focuses on teaching content-area 
vocabulary words. Because these are words as described in the literature to be 
complex in nature (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2013) they requires thoughtful 
instructional design if meaningful learning is expected to occur. Fourth, the study 
seeks to provide information on effects of the vocabulary instruction and writing 
on students with and without disabilities when this instruction is provided in the 
general education classroom. Inclusion practices today encourage the education 
of students with disabilities to be in classrooms with normally performing peers. 
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This study seeks to provide additional information to enable the education of 
students with disabilities in the least restrictive environment.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This study was designed to examine the effectiveness of an elaborative 
vocabulary strategy instruction on the explanatory writing of students with and 
without disabilities.  Chapter 3 includes: (a) description of the research design, 
(b) description of sampling procedures, (c) consideration of human subjects, (d) 
instrumentation, (e) description of treatment, (f) description of the procedures, (g) 
description of the proposed data analyses, and (h) the limitations for the 
proposed study.  
Research Design 
A visual model of the study design is presented in Figure 2. A two-group, 
pretest, posttest quasi-experimental study was implemented with 104 students 
who were assigned into four sixth-grade humanities classes at an urban public 
charter middle school. The study was conducted over a four-week period. The 
Assistant Principal was in charge of assigning students into classes using the 
school’s student information system (SIS) where the overriding goal was to 
create balanced classrooms. It would appear that this process generated quasi-
randomly assigned classrooms.  
To provide evidence whether the groups were formed randomly, pretest 
measures in writing, in narrative and explanatory format, administered at the 
beginning of the school year were collected. In addition to the pretest measures, 
the subjects’ California Standardized Test (CST) scores in English Language 
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Arts (ELA) and Math, as well as the scores from the school’s universal screener, 
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), were collected. These scores were used 
to compare skill levels among the groups prior to the beginning of the study. 
The two treatment groups are the semantic/syntactic feature analysis 
(SSFA) group (experimental) and the definition instruction (DI) group. The SSFA 
instruction is based on the generative-learning approach and schema-theory-
designed vocabulary lessons aimed to teach content-area vocabulary words. 
This treatment used semantic features (concept relational matrix) with syntactic 
scaffolds (cloze probe-type sentence frames) to teach content-area vocabulary 
words to all students. Teachers used an elaborative interrogation approach to 
link students’ prior knowledge to new knowledge. The DI group continued to use 
the school’s method of teaching vocabulary, the definition instruction (DI) 
approach to learn content-area vocabulary words. In the DI approach, students 
were required to define the words, provide synonyms and antonyms, and use the 
words in appropriate sentences. 
 Four units of instruction, each one-week long, were designed to teach 
vocabulary words and concepts. These were chosen from the school’s adopted 
Humanities textbook and covered ancient Egyptian pharaohs, daily life in ancient 
Egypt, the kingdom of Kush, and the origins of Judaism and learning measures 
were obtained at the end of each learning unit respectively. These consecutive 
chapters were taken from Unit 2 Ancient Egypt and the Middle East of the History 
Alive curriculum (TCI, 2011). The study used this unit to abide by the teacher’ 
instructional sequence  
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The effectiveness of the treatment was assessed using five dependent 
variables. Two were achievement measures collected at the end of each week: 
(a) vocabulary tests, and (b) written responses to a prompt based on the week’s 
instruction. The third dependent variable was a measure of vocabulary uptake, 
defined as the number of target vocabulary words used by the students in their 
written responses. The fourth dependent variable was the scores from the weekly 
student generated concept maps. The fifth dependent variable was the survey 
scores of students’ attitude and self-efficacy about writing; surveys were 
collected at the beginning and at the end of the study.  
Each of the four learning units began on Monday and ended on Friday. On 
the Friday of each week, students took a test comprised of a multiple-choice 
vocabulary test and an explanatory writing prompt. Prior to completing the writing 
task, students were instructed to generate a concept map. Students who were 
absent were pulled out of class by the researcher for make-up testing on Monday 
of the following week. Figure 2 displays the general design of the study.   
Sample 
The study was carried out in an urban public charter middle school with a 
convenience sample of 104 sixth-grade students. The researcher collected the 
following background variables on the participants: (a) gender; (b) disability 
designation; (c) type of disability: specific learning disability (SLD), speech and 
language impairment (SLI), other health impairment (OHI), (d) English language 
learner (ELL) designation, and (e) socio-economic status. 
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Figure	  2.	  Visual	  model	  of	  study	  design.	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There were 51% females and 49% males. Approximately 16% of the 
students are designated students with learning disabilities. Disability 
classification breaks down as follows: Speech and Language Impairment (SLI)  = 
1%; Other Health Impairments (OHI) = 3.8%; Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD) 
= 11.5%. Students came from socio-economically diverse backgrounds. Forty-
two percent of the participants qualified for free and reduced lunch. Eight percent 
were classified as English language learners according to the California English 
Language Development Test (CELDT).  
Protection of Human Subjects 
Procedures listed in the university’s Institutional Review Board for 
Protection of Human Subjects Handbook were followed. Additionally, both the 
principal and the executive director of the participating charter school provided a 
letter giving permission to conduct research at the middle school. A draft of the 
parent consent letter is attached (Appendix A) requesting participation of 
students under the age of 18. Teachers were requested to provide their consent 
using the university’s informed consent letter. Information describing the purpose, 
research design, instruments, and confidentiality of the study will be provided to 
the participants (Appendix B). The rights of all participants involved in the study 
were observed and best practices were employed to protect them from physical, 
mental, or emotional harm. 
Instrumentation 
This section describes the instruments used during the study’s beginning 
of study, intervention, and end of study phases.  
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Beginning of Study Phase. The seven pretest measures were (a) 
California Standardized Tests (CST) for English Language Arts (ELA) and Math, 
(b) reading and mathematics scores from Measures of Academic Progress 
(MAP), and (c) three measures from the Test of Written Language 3rd edition 
(TOWL-3), story construction, contextual language, and contextual convention. 
Table 1 lists the seven pretest variables used to create an ability pretest 
covariate and a measure to estimate equality of the two groups.  
Table 1 
Reliability Coefficients and Range of Scores for the Seven Pretest Measures   
Test 
Number 
Instruments  Reliability 
Coefficient 
Score Range 
 
1   CST English Language Arts  .94a 150-600  
2   CST Mathematics .94a 150-600 
3  MAP - Reading .91b 100-300 
4   MAP - Mathematics .93b 100-300 
5  TOWL Contextual Conventions .95 a 1-20 
6  TOWL Contextual Language .92 a 1-20 
7  TOWL Story Construction .97 a 1-20  
Note. a Cronbach’s coefficient alpha; b Test-retest reliability coefficient; All reliability coefficients 
were obtained from the test manuals. 
 
California Standardized Tests (CST). The state of California required the 
school to participate in a Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) program 
as part of the states’ testing and accountability initiatives. Results from two 
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components of the STAR program were used in the study as student background 
variables. The results from the California Standardized Tests (CST) and the 
California Modified Assessment (CMA) were used. The CSTs are criterion-
referenced tests that assess the California content standards in English 
Language Arts (ELA), mathematics, science, and history-social science. The 
California Modified Assessment (CMA) is an alternate assessment to the CSTs in 
ELA, mathematics, and science for eligible students who have an IEP and meet 
the CMA eligibility criteria. Individual student scores were reported using scaled 
scores. Data from students’ fifth-grade CST scaled scores in ELA and math were 
used to measure the equality of students between the two treatment group. Tests 
for internal consistency reliability as measured by Cronbach’s Alpha (Cronbach, 
1951) were performed for all CST subtests. The latest measures were published 
in the CST Technical Report (Spring 2011). 
MAP. The second pretest, Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), is a 
computer adaptive test in reading and mathematics created by Northwest 
Evaluation Association. MAP is a set of assessments aligned to national and 
state curricula and standards. Scores are estimates of the student’s achievement 
level and uses metrics called Rasch UnIT or RIT scores. RIT scores use scales 
with equal-interval and scores ranging from about 100 to 300. According to 
NWEA’s 2004 published testing manual, a combination of test-retest and a type 
of parallel forms reliability was used to establish test reliability. Reliability scores 
were reported using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and met 
minimum acceptable standards of .80. 
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TOWL-3.  The Test of Written Language 3rd edition (TOWL-3; PRO-ED, 
1996) spontaneous writing subtest was administered to assess the ability to 
compose an essay based on a stimulus picture within a 15-min time limit. This 
test generates three standardized scores for written expression performance, 
including: Contextual Conventions (e.g. accurate capitalization, spelling, and 
punctuation), Contextual Language (e.g. grammar, sentence construction, and 
richness of vocabulary), and Story Construction (e.g. plot and character 
development, prose, and level of reader interest). 
The TOWL-3 is a test of writing skills that addresses the multidimensional 
nature of writing. It is based on the conventional, linguistic, and cognitive 
components of writing. Participants were administered the Spontaneous Writing 
subtests, which required them to write a narrative story in response to a picture 
prompt. Range of scores for the sum of standard scores of the three subtests is 
zero to 60.  The examiners’ manual contains the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha 
calculated for content sampling, time sampling, and interscorer differences for all 
subtests of the TOWL-3. The TOWL-3 scoring rubric meets the reliability 
standards (Polloway & Williams, 2012). 
Intervention Phase. During the intervention phase, seven measures were 
gathered each week; a vocabulary test, four written response measures, and two 
concept map measures. Table 2 describes these seven instruments and the 
range of scores for each test. The achievement variables are the test scores from 
the vocabulary test, three criterion rubric scores from explanatory written 
responses, vocabulary uptake, which is calculated by counting the number of 
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vocabulary words used in the written responses and dividing the number by the 
total number of words taught during the week, and number of terms and links 
from the student generated concept maps that matched the expert generated 
concept map. The researcher created the vocabulary test using a multiple-choice 
format and referenced the textbook for appropriate wording. The two teachers 
involved in the study reviewed all materials for accuracy.  
Vocabulary Test. The vocabulary word test is a measure of word 
understanding. Vocabulary words and concepts were chosen from units of study 
that correspond to the pacing guide from the school’s adopted Humanities 
curriculum materials, History Alive (TCI, 2005). During the four-week intervention 
period, the two participating classroom teachers and the researchers reviewed 
the units and created a 10 to 15 item multiple-choice test using the Teacher’s 
Table 2 
 
Reliability Coefficients and Range of Scores for each of the 
Seven Intervention Measures 
 
Test 
Number 
Instrument Reliability 
Coefficient 
Range of 
Scores 
1 Vocabulary Test 
 
.49a 0-15 
2 Writing Test - Organization  .71b 1-4 
3 Writing Test - Content .72 b 1-4 
4 Writing Test - Style .75 b 1-4 
5 Writing Test – Vocabulary Uptake 100%c 0 to 15 
6 Concept Maps – Terms  100% c 0-15 
7 Concept Maps - Links 82% c 0-15 	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Guide provided in program materials. The vocabulary items measured students’ 
knowledge of the context-related meanings of the vocabulary derived from the 
text.  The teachers and researcher discussed the tests and evaluated the test for 
content validity and clarity. The two participating classroom teachers have been 
trained and are experienced users of the curriculum. 
 The weekly vocabulary tests consisted of 10 to 15 multiple-choice 
questions. Internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha was calculated: Week 1 
vocabulary test had 15 questions (Cronbach’s alpha = .77); Week 2 vocabulary 
test had ten items (Cronbach’s alpha = .45); Week 3 vocabulary test had ten 
items (Cronbach’s alpha = .45); and Week 4 vocabulary test had ten items 
(Cronbach’s alpha = .29).  
A culminating vocabulary test, a 20-item multiple-choice test, was given to 
the students and was used as a recall measure. The participating teachers 
scored all four weeks’ vocabulary tests and provided the raw scores to the 
researcher. Scores were subsequently entered in SPSS for analyses.  
Writing Test. The explanatory writing responses measured the students’ 
ability to explain complex ideas and concepts, in a clear, accurate, and concise 
manner. An analytical rubric was used to score the writing responses. As end-of-
unit tests, students responded to weekly writing prompts. The aim question 
introducing each chapter was used as the writing prompt. Students were 
instructed to explain the concept by introducing the topic, providing sufficient 
facts with extended details and other examples relevant to the topic. The 
Expository Paragraph Scoring Guide published by Sopris West Educational 
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Services (2008) was used to measure the results of the writing outcomes. The 
rubric provided detailed criteria deemed sufficient to address the specific areas of 
writing investigated by the study. Appendix C shows the example of the rubric. 
The researcher and a second scorer scored the written responses. To 
determine interrater reliability across all rubric criteria in scoring the writing 
responses, Cohen’s kappa was used. The researcher explained the scoring 
procedures and co-scored the students’ writing for organization, content, and 
style. Students’ papers were numerically coded to remove biased scoring 
towards either treatment group. The researcher and a second rater blind to the 
study randomly selected 20% of the data for scoring and scored each criterion. 
Disagreements in scoring were discussed and resolved. This process was 
repeated after receiving the week’s written responses. Table 3 displays Cohen’s 
(1960) kappa values were calculated for all four weeks’ writing responses 
according to the three rubric criteria: (1) organization, (2) content, and (3) style. 
Interrater reliability measure of .80 is deemed acceptable by comparable studies 
(Harris & Graham, 2003; Mason, 2004).  
Table 3 
 
Weekly Interrater Reliability for Organization, Content, Style 
Criteria of the Writing Rubric 
 
Week 
Number Organization Content Style 
Week 1 .73 .65 .71 
Week 2 .75 .70 .72 
Week 3 .72 .71 .75 
Week 4 .65 .75 .81 
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Vocabulary Uptake. Vocabulary uptake is defined as the proportion of 
words used in students’ written responses compared to the number of words and 
concepts taught during the week. Research by Beck and McKeown (2004) has 
shown that with repeated exposure and use of new words, students begin to 
integrate new vocabulary words into their written responses. The treatment is 
designed to encourage students to integrate new words into their writing. Thus, 
to measure this effect, the researcher counted the vocabulary words used in the 
weekly written responses, and calculated the proportion used. It was 
hypothesized that students’ vocabulary uptake would increase throughout the 
study.  
Concept Maps. Concept maps have been documented to be a useful tool 
to learn about students’ cognitive structures (Francisco, Nakhleh, Nurrenbern, & 
Miller, 2002) and are considered to be an indicator of students’ meaningful 
learning (Asan, 2007; Buntting, Coll, & Campbell, 2006). For this study, as part of 
the end of week testing, students were directed to create concept maps prior to 
writing. Students were instructed how to create concept maps in their Learning 
Seminar class, which is a separate class from their Humanities class. The 
Learning Seminar teacher taught students the meaning and purpose of 
generating concept maps, and how they can help with written composition. The 
teacher explained how terms and links are indicators of the levels of 
understanding of a concept. After several classroom exercises in which students 
practiced creating concept maps, the teacher observed that students were 
sufficiently prepared to generate concept maps across content areas. The 
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students understood that concept maps could also be used as assessment tools. 
It is important to note that concept map instruction is a regular part of the 
school’s learning strategies curriculum, and was not added as a result of the 
study.  
Scoring procedure for the concept maps are as follows. Teachers created 
a criterion map for each week (Appendix D), to score the terms used and links 
made by students on their concept maps (Lomask, 1992). This evaluation 
method assumed that a criterion map would be the ideal organization that best 
reflects the structure of the domain (Ruiz-Primo & Shavelson, 1996). When 
comparing the student generated concept maps to an expert generated map, 
Lomask (1992) counted the terms and links. Terms were expressed as a 
proportion of terms in an expert concept map. This was in turn scaled from 
complete (100%), to substantial (67% to 99%), to partial (33% to 66%), to small 
(0% to 32%), to none (no terms mentioned or irrelevant terms mentioned). A 
second characterization of the student generated concept map is the number of 
links (propositions) between concepts as a proportion of necessary, accurate 
connections of the criterion concept map. The Lomask scoring procedure is as 
follows: strong (100%) to medium (50% to 99%), to weak (1% to 49%), to none 
(0%). Empirical data support concept maps as a measure of instructional 
sensitivity in terms of structure and organization of concept maps after receiving 
instruction (Anderson & Huan, 1989; Wallace & Mintzes, 1990).  
The researcher and a second scorer who was blind to the study treatment 
groups performed scoring of the concept maps. The second rater was trained in 
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the using the criterion maps to score the student generated concept maps. The 
researcher and a second rater randomly selected 20% of the concept maps for 
scoring and scored each map for terms and links. Disagreements were 
discussed and resolved. Appendix E shows a student generated concept map for 
Weeks One through Four.  
Scoring of the Week Four concept maps showed little to no connections to 
the criterion concept map. The researcher consulted with the teachers and 
learned that the instruction deviated from the criterion concept map. 
Subsequently, an alternative concept map (Alt4) was created and used to 
rescore Week Four concept maps. Interrater reliability procedures were followed 
in scoring the Week Four concept maps using the alternate criterion map. Table 
4 shows the interrater reliability using percent agreement procedure (Huck, p 81).  
Table 4 
 
Weekly Interrater Reliability for  
Concept Maps Terms and Links (Percent Agreement) 
 
Terms 
Links Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Alt4	  
Terms  100 100 100 100 100	  
Links 95 85 75 75 80	  
      
After scoring all the concept maps for each week, the researcher 
consulted expert researchers about using a modified scoring procedure. This 
was necessary due to the spread of raw scores across all four weeks. 
Conversion of the raw scores to the Lomask rubric scoring procedure created a 
data set that limited the variation of the results. Using raw scores provided the 
spread needed when analyzing the results. After consulting with concept map 
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experts, it was deemed appropriate to use the raw scores for data analyses.  
End of Study Phase. Posttest measures consisted of surveys measuring 
both attitudes and self-efficacy in writing. Two survey instruments created by 
Graham, Schwartz, and MacArthur (1993) were used to measure these changes. 
It was hypothesized that students’ attitudes and self-efficacy in writing, as a result 
of learning content-area vocabulary through the SSFA approach, will register 
affective changes among the students. To measure these changes, students 
were asked to complete the student attitude and self-efficacy in Writing survey 
before and after the treatment. The student attitude and self-efficacy in Writing 
surveys have six and ten questions respectively. All items were rated on a 5-
point scale, from 1, “Strongly Disagree” to 5, “Strongly Agree”. The range of 
scores for attitude survey is six to thirty. The range of scores for the efficacy 
survey is ten to fifty. Several published studies (Graham & Harris, 2003; Mason, 
2004; Mason et al, 2012; Saddler, Moran, Graham, & Harris, 2004) have used 
the surveys and were deemed reliable and acceptable in the research literature. 
The participating teachers administered the surveys. The researcher scored the 
surveys and entered the scores into SPSS.  
Treatment Description 
 Background. In response to literacy standards set forth by the Common 
Core State Standards (CCSS, 2010) faculty and staff of the participating school 
site, an urban public charter middle school, identified the need to focus 
professional development initiatives in students’ written compositions. The 
agenda for weekly professional development meetings involved discussion of 
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curriculum, identification of instructional strategies, and selection of relevant 
assessment in the area of reading and writing. Then teachers analyzed student 
work to ensure targeted and differentiated instruction for responsive teaching. 
Teachers discussed how evidence-based writing instruction is integrated into 
their respective content-areas and identify writing strategies that can be 
implemented in all content-areas.  
Instructional minutes are allocated as follows: Humanities and Math 
teachers provide instruction aligned with the expectations of the Common Core 
Standards five days a week for a period of 80 minutes. Humanities teachers are 
responsible for directly teaching writing skills, and all teachers are responsible for 
teaching writing strategies as applied in their content areas.  
Writing Program and Vocabulary Instruction. The school’s writing 
program is modeled after Hayes’s (1996) theoretical framework for 
understanding cognitive processes involved in writing.  In this model task 
environment (e.g. social environment and physical environment) and the 
individual (e.g. the individual’s affective and cognitive processes and long-term 
memory knowledge) interact through recursive processes and involves newly 
acquired information. Given this framework, the faculty worked to create a scope 
and sequence of instruction to operationalize this model in the following ways: (1) 
they identified that informative, narrative, and argumentative genres are critical 
components of the writing program, and (2) they established that the sixth grade 
will focus on informative writing during the first semester, followed by narrative 
and argumentative writing in the second semester. The first semester focused on 
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organization, audience, word choice, sentence fluency, and clarity of writing in 
informative compositions. Throughout the year, teachers taught and reviewed the 
macrostructures of informative text: (1) organization, use of topic sentences, key 
details and examples and elaborations, and (2) importance of audience. 
Teachers did the same when teaching microstructures of informative text: (1) 
sentence writing (simple, compound, and complex sentences), (2) vocabulary 
and word choice for clarity and cohesion, and (3) transition words. 
The target words were chosen from the adopted Social Studies text, 
History Alive (TCI, 2004). Each chapter outlined a list of relevant concepts and 
phrases. These were considered when selecting the words for vocabulary study. 
The school’s approach for vocabulary study was the direct definition instruction 
(DI). This method consisted of learning the concise and content-related 
definitions using student engagement through oral recitation, teacher monitoring, 
and corrective feedback (Pany, Jenkins, & Schreck, 1982). Students were 
directed to provide synonyms and antonyms, generate appropriate sentences, 
and draw relevant visuals.  
Weekly Unit of Study and Daily Lesson Plan. A sample weekly lesson 
is provided in Appendix F. Plans for each period allocated time for the humanities 
content, literature reading and analysis, and writing skills instruction. The daily 
lesson plan outlined how instruction would occur in each of the treatment groups. 
The study’s treatment was based on the generative learning and schema 
theory approach of teaching vocabulary words. There were two distinguishing 
features of this approach. First, the Semantic Syntactic Feature Analysis (SSFA) 
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approach used a semantic matrix that displays the relevant vocabulary words 
and phrases in rows and columns. It is used to compare the characteristics of a 
related group of words. The teachers used a hierarchically structured matrix 
(relationship chart) during instruction. In the chart, the superordinate concept 
served as the title, the coordinate concepts serve as column headings, and the 
subordinate concepts serve as the selected vocabulary words for the week. 
During instruction the students worked to review the grid and discussed whether 
other features should be added. The teacher completed the grid with the class, 
taking each word and deciding whether to place a plus or a minus sign in the 
column beneath each feature, depending upon its applicability.   
Teachers used an interactive elaborative approach to teach vocabulary. 
Teachers provided materials for students to predict relationships among words, 
questioned why students made connections, and encouraged collaborative 
discussions among groups. After interacting with the text and engaging in 
activities, students confirmed, refined, and/or revised their prediction to explain 
their understanding of the given concepts.  
Instructional Materials. The researcher worked with the teachers to 
select the superordinate, coordinate, and vocabulary terms from chapters of the 
humanities textbook. Each chapter was reviewed to identify key concepts and the 
hierarchical level of importance. Table 5 presents the mapping of the textbook 
chapters including the chapter subheadings. Teachers used the textbook for 
instructional pacing and vocabulary choices. During the weekly planning 
sessions, teachers made choices to limit the content-vocabulary words for the 
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study.  
	  
 
The teachers and the researcher agreed that conceptual understanding of 
how societies develop within the context of political, economic, religious, social, 
intellectual, and artistic, using the acronym, PERSIA, would be an appropriate 
conceptual structure from which to teach the four-week learning units. As such, 
Table 5 
Chapter Title, Aim Questions, and Chapter Subheadings for each of the Four Weeks 
Week 
Number 
Chapter Title / Aim 
Question Chapter Subheadings 
Week 1 
 
The Ancient Egyptian 
Pharaohs / What did 
the pharaohs of 
ancient Egypt 
accomplish, and how 
did they do it? 
8.1 Introduction 
8.2 Ancient Egypt and Its Rulers 
8.3 Pharaoh Khufu: The Pyramid Builder 
8.4 Pharaoh Senusret I: Patron of the Arts 
8.5 Pharaoh Hatshepsut: Promoter of Egyptian 
Trade 
8.6 Pharaoh Ramses II: Military Leader and Master 
Builder 
Week 2 Daily Life in Ancient 
Egypt / How did 
social class affect 
daily life in ancient 
Egypt? 
9.1 Introduction 
9.2 Ancient Egypt’s Social Pyramid 
9.3 Government Officials 
9.4 Priests 
9.5 Scribes 
9.6 Artisans 
9.7 Peasants 
Week 3 The Kingdom of Kush 
/ In what ways did 
location influence the 
history of Kush 
10.1 Introduction  
10.2 The Egyptianization of Kush 
10.3 Kush Conquers Egypt 
10.4 The Kush Capital of Meroe 
10.5 Kush Returns to Its African Roots 
 
Week 4 The Origins of 
Judaism / How did 
Judaism originate 
and develop? 
11.1 Introduction 
11.2 What We Know About the Ancient Israelites 
11.3 Important Jewish Leaders 
11.4 The Life of Abraham: Father of the Jews 
11.5 The Life of Moses: Leader of the Israelites 
11.6 The Lives of David and Solomon: Kings of 
Israel 
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the teachers selected three of the above terms that were deemed appropriate to 
pose as the coordinate terms for the respective units, and created the semantic 
feature matrix (Anders & Bos, 1986) for use with the semantic feature analysis 
treatment group. Table 6 displays the weekly unit topic, writing prompt, 
coordinate terms, and vocabulary words.  
To prepare the SSFA matrix, the aim question was reviewed. The chapter 
was reviewed for words and coordinate terms were selected. The superordinate 
concept was used as the title of the matrix. Three concepts from the PERSIA 
acronym were selected to represent the coordinate concepts. This was placed 
along the top of the matrix with the vocabulary words representing the 
subordinate concepts along the side. The syntactic scaffolds or cloze type 
sentences were written based on the contextual meanings of the words. This 
process was performed weekly, planning one week ahead of instruction.  
At the beginning of each week, teachers distributed the matrix to the 
students. Teachers guided students’ understanding of these terms by explaining 
the hierarchical relationships of the terms listed in the superordinate, coordinate, 
and subordinate positions. Teachers asked students to predict the relationships 
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Table 6 
 
Writing Prompt, SSFA Coordinate Terms, and Vocabulary Words for each of the Four 
Weeks  
 
Study Week 
Number Writing Prompt 
SSFA Coordinate 
Terms Vocabulary Words 
Week 1 What did the 
pharaohs of 
Ancient Egypt 
accomplish and 
how did they do 
it? 
Political 
Economic 
Intellectual/ 
Artistic 
Pharaoh 
Pyramid 
Khufu 
Authority 
Senusret 
Monument 
Hatshepsut 
Reign 
Punt 
Expedition 
Obelisks 
Treaty 
Ramses the II 
Mummy 
Stability 
Week 2 How did social 
class affect daily 
life in Egypt? 
Social 
Intellectual/ 
Artistic 
Religion 
Social pyramid 
Artisan 
Peasant 
Social class 
Noble 
Government 
officials 
Priests/ 
Priestess 
Hieroglyphs 
Status 
Famine 
Scribe 
Week 3  In what ways did 
the location of 
both Egypt and 
Kush influence 
their history? 
Area/ 
Geography 
Economy 
Political 
Tribute 
Trading hub 
Establish 
Dynasty 
Meroe 
Superior 
Iron deposit 
Thrive 
Flourish 
Kandakes 
Week 4 How did Judaism 
originate and 
develop? 
Area/ 
Geography 
Political 
Religion 
Israel 
Judah 
Canaan 
Torah 
Traditions 
Fundamental 
Foundation 
Covenant 
Exodus 
Ten commandments 
 
between words and questioned students about the connections they made. 
Teachers explained that these terms might be used as possible topic sentences, 
key details, and/or examples in their written responses.  
Students in the SSFA group used the matrix to learn the meaning of words. 
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First, they predicted the meanings of words by determining the relationships 
between words. Students engaged in discussions with teacher and their 
tablemates elaborating on the meanings of words. Throughout the discussion 
students filled in the grid with plus, minus, or zero, to indicate a positive, negative, 
or no relationship, respectively. Appendix G shows a student’s SSFA matrix for 
Week One through Week Four. 
Students practiced their understanding of the new vocabulary words by 
completing the cloze-type sentences (Appendix H). This strategy is meant to 
assist students in recognizing how to use the newly learned vocabulary words 
within the correct grammatical context. Prior to the study, 15 vocabulary words 
were selected for weekly instruction. During Week One, students were having 
difficulty with the number of words. After Week One, teachers and researcher 
agreed to reduce the number of words to ten. 
Teacher Preparation, Teacher Background, and Treatment Fidelity. 
To ensure that instruction was delivered as planned, teachers participated in a 
two-day training session before beginning the study. Teachers understood the 
why, how, and what of the proposed intervention. The first day involved an 
introduction to the theoretical frameworks of the semantic feature matrix and 
provided opportunities to work with a semantic matrix. Teachers analyzed a pre-
made semantic/syntactic feature analysis matrix. Teachers connected how the 
matrix can be used to organize an answer to a writing prompt. The second day 
was dedicated to understanding the importance of verbal elaboration, student 
predictions, and making meaning for words. Teachers practiced using elaborative 
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interrogation strategies e.g. asking students why they made connections and 
associations among terms. Teachers previewed sections of the appropriate 
chapter, and selected superordinate, coordinate, and subordinate terms. 
Teachers created a semantic feature analysis matrix and associations among the 
selected terms.  Prior to the start of the intervention study, teachers practiced 
scripts for the experimental group. Appendix I showed the script used by the 
teachers for the first day of instruction. 
The two participating teachers are considered effective teachers by the 
school’s administration. Teacher A has 20 years teaching experience and 
possesses a Master’s degree in teaching Social Studies. Teacher B has five 
years of teaching experience and possesses a Master’s degree in Education. 
Both teachers are fully credentialed by the state of California and are 
experienced users of the History Alive (TCI, 2011) curriculum having used the 
curriculum for approximately 6 years. 
Semantic feature analysis required the teachers to think about the abstract 
connections between words and requires time to set up. It is important to note 
that selection of the target words did not depend upon the difficulty of a particular 
word, rather on how the words related with the coordinate terms selected. These 
approaches were most appropriate for teaching groups of words that support 
reading and understanding important concepts in science or social science (Bos 
& Anders, 1992). The syntactic scaffolds portion of the intervention allowed 
teachers to directly instruct how new words can be used in grammatically correct 
sentences. Often students are not familiar in connecting and phrasing words, 
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thus these can provide a model example.  
SSFA treatment used a specific approach to create meaningful learning 
that comes from the theory of generative learning (Wittrock, 1994). Teachers 
used elaborative interrogation (EI), a higher-order questioning strategy that is 
generally implemented through “why” questioning strategies. As part of the 
lesson plan script, teachers asked students “why” questions during the 
construction of the SSFA matrix. As students made predictions about the 
connection of words and concepts, teachers prompted the students for reasons 
about the connection made.  
Planning and check-in meetings were scheduled weekly throughout the 
duration of the study. Throughout the lesson planning stages, the teachers and 
researcher worked on the creation of lesson plans and other instructional 
materials to teach the elaborative vocabulary strategy. Teachers and researcher 
created writing prompts, selected the words for the following week’s learning unit, 
and identified locations within the text to insert elaborative questions.  
To determine whether the independent variable was implemented as 
intended, the researcher used a fidelity checklist to conduct two teaching 
observations in each condition per week. During each observation, the student 
researcher used a copy of the lesson plan to document fidelity of instruction 
(Appendix J). 
The comparison group was taught using the Definition Instruction (DI) 
approach. Students in this approach learned the identical list of vocabulary words 
used by SSFA group. A Definition Instruction worksheet (Appendix K) was 
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provided to the students. In line with practices used in previous DI studies, 
students defined words using the dictionary or any available medium in the 
classroom; provided synonyms (examples) and antonyms (non-examples). 
Instructional minutes emphasized oral recitation, correct and automatic 
pronunciation of each vocabulary word or phrase, and memorization of concise 
context-related definition. Students were asked to use the words in a sentence. 
In class, teachers directed students where to find the words in their textbook and 
provide examples of how to use them in sentences. Students worked in pairs to 
complete their work in class. Follow up exercises included the syntactic scaffolds 
to help students understand how words are can be used in sentences. 
Procedures 
Intact classes were used in the study. An automated enrollment procedure 
using the school’s student information system was used to form the four cohorts 
of sixth-grade students. Class rosters were finalized after balancing for gender 
and disability conditions. Because students were not randomly assigned this 
study was a quasi-experiment. 
Both teachers taught two social studies classes at the same time. For 
each teacher, one class was randomly assigned to the treatment and the other to 
comparison. Teachers taught everyday for a period of 80 minutes. Teachers 
used approximately twenty minutes of that time to implement respective 
treatments for the intervention and comparison group. During the first day of the 
study, teachers asked students in both treatment groups to complete an attitude 
survey and a self-efficacy in writing survey and again at the conclusion of the 
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intervention period. Teacher working with the experimental group introduced the 
SSFA materials and explained that this would be a new and different approach to 
vocabulary learning. A typical learning unit began on Monday and ending on 
Thursday. On Friday of that week, students were directed to generate a concept 
map using the specific week’s writing prompt prefaced with, “Create a concept 
map for…” After creating the concept maps, students proceeded to complete the 
vocabulary knowledge test and the written explanation to the week’s unit writing 
prompt.  
The comparison group continued to receive the DI instruction. It is 
important to note that the DI instruction is the approach used by the school to 
teach vocabulary. During the first day of the study, teachers were consistent with 
their instructional practices. The vocabulary packet was distributed, and students 
were instructed to complete only five words. After reading the words out loud to 
students, teachers instructed the students to use materials in the classroom, their 
textbook and other resources to complete the packet. Class time was allocated 
for students to find the definition, synonym and antonym, write a meaningful 
sentence, and draw a visual representation. Teachers were trained to ensure that 
instructional minutes during the vocabulary instruction period are constant for 
both treatments.  
Data collection continued over a span of four weeks. The researcher 
observed instruction in each treatment group two times per week. During the first 
week of the intervention study, instructional minutes were observed to be of 
equal time. The second week of instruction was only a four-day instructional 
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week due to a scheduled sixth-grade field trip. Teachers adjusted their plans for 
the shortened week using three days of vocabulary activities in both of the 
treatment groups. On the fourth day of the second week, students completed the 
unit achievement test. The third week of the intervention study was a full five-day 
of instruction. The fourth week was a four-day school week due to a school 
holiday. During this week, Teacher B was also out one day due to a professional 
development commitment. Both participating teachers adjusted their plans to 
accommodate this absence, dedicating one of the days when both teachers are 
on campus for the vocabulary lessons. The substitute teacher and Teacher A 
implemented a different lesson unrelated to the study. At the end of the fourth 
week, teachers asked students to complete the attitude and self-efficacy in 
writing survey.  
Scoring procedures observed confidentiality procedures. Students were 
assigned a number to ensure blind scoring procedures. Data from background 
variable test scores and survey results were collected, stored, and analyzed in 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version 20). 
Preliminary Data Analyses 
Preliminary data analyses involve three activities: data cleaning and 
missing data, creating a covariate from the seven pretest measures, and creating 
total scores for vocabulary, concept maps, and writing test across the four 
learning units. Each are describe below. 
Data Cleaning and Missing Data. Reverse coding was necessary due to 
the wording of certain items from the Attitude and Self-efficacy survey (Graham, 
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Schwartz, & MacArthur, 2003). Items 2, 4, and 6 from the Attitude survey, and 
Items 2, 8, and 10, from the Self-efficacy survey were worded negatively to 
achieve desired response behaviors. Using SPSS Recode function, the above 
items were recoded. All item point-biserial correlation coefficient were greater 
than zero, with the majority were in the .4 to .7 range. One item, Item 2, had the 
lowest point-biserial and pulled the reliability down. The Cronbach’s alpha 
calculated for the Attitude survey was .77 and for the Self-efficacy survey was .65.  
In terms of missing data, only four variables contained missing data. Four 
of the seven variables that were used as covariates, contained missing data: (1) 
MAP Reading, two missing; (2) MAP Math, 14 missing; (3) CST ELA, 19 missing; 
and (4) CST Math, 19 missing. SPSS (version 20) Multiple Imputation module 
was used to estimate the missing scores on these four covariates. Only one 
imputation was used to estimate the missing values. All other variables did not 
have missing values. 
Creating a Covariate. A principal component analysis was performed on 
the seven covariate variables. This procedure (Mulaik, 1972) yielded a single 
component with eigenvalue greater than one (eigenvalue = 4.60) accounting for 
66% of the variance. The principal component loadings for each of the seven 
covariates are shown in Table 7. A reliability estimate for the principal component 
was calculated using the procedure outlined by Mulaik (1972, pp 177-179) 
indicating a component reliability of .89. Examination of the factor loadings 
suggests that the covariate is a measure of a student’s general achievement or 
ability level. These component loadings were used to create a covariate score for 
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each student reflecting their general achievement or ability. These scores were 
transformed first to z scores then to T-score, with a mean of 50 and standard 
deviation of 10. This covariate was used in all ANCOVA analyses, and as an 
ability construct in all the multiple regression procedures.  
Table	  7	  
	  
Factor	  Loadings	  for	  the	  First	  Principal	  Component	  	  
	  
Covariate	   Factor	  Loadings	  
CST	  ELA	   0.82	  
MAP	  Reading	   0.69	  
CST	  Math	   0.73	  
Map	  Math	   0.56	  
TOWL	  Conventions	   0.49	  
TOWL	  Language	   0.71	  
TOWL	  Construction	   0.58	  
 
An independent sample t-test was run to compare mean score differences 
between the SSFA and the DI groups. Results indicated no statistically significant 
difference in the covariate mean scores between the two groups. 
 Creating Total Scores for Vocabulary, Concept Maps, and Writing 
Test. Summary scores were created by summing the two map measures and the 
four rubric measures for each week. This was done because multiple measures 
were collected for the total concept maps (only a single measure of vocabulary 
was obtained) and total writing for each week. In addition, a total vocabulary, a 
total concept map, and writing measures were created by summing these four 
weekly measures.  
During the study after examining the distribution of weekly scores for the 
vocabulary test, a final vocabulary test was created as a precautionary measure 
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against the skewed scores of the tests. It was decided to create a final 
vocabulary test consisting of selected words from the past units. However, the 
final vocabulary test correlated highly with the weekly vocabulary 
tests, .67, .52, .55, and .58, for week one through four respectively. Therefore, it 
was decided not to include the final vocabulary test for analysis.  
Data from pretest variables and the posttest measures were entered into 
SPSS. Descriptive statistics were run on all variables and values were checked 
for out of range variables. For out of range values, in a few cases, original 
materials were consulted to verify accuracy.  
Table 8 shows the six variables used in this study, and their means, 
standard deviations, and reliability coefficients for the 104 students. This set of 
six variables forms the most aggregated data for the study. In addition, Total 
Vocabulary, Total Writing Rubric, and Total Concept Maps are the aggregate of 
the four weekly tests, and two of these weekly tests, Total Writing and Total 
Concept Maps, are themselves the aggregate of their subtests. Because these 
subtests are analyzed in Chapter Four, Table 9 gives the names of each test and 
subtest. This set of variables forms the most disaggregated data for the study 
and were used to address each of the five research questions in Chapter Four. 
The research questions given in Chapter Four reflect the disaggregated variables 
shown in Table 9.  
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Table	  8	  
	  
Means,	  Standard	  Deviations	  (SD),	  Reliability	  Coefficients	  of	  General	  Ability,	  Total	  
Vocabulary	  Test,	  Total	  Writing	  Rubric,	  Total	  Concept	  Maps,	  Attitude,	  and	  Self-­‐
Efficacy	  (N	  =	  104)	  
Variables	   Mean	   SD	  
Reliability	  
Coefficient	  	  
General	  Ability	  (Covariate)	   50.00	   10.00	   .69	  a	  
	   	   	   	  
Total	  Vocabulary	  Test	   39.20	   4.44	   70	  a	  
Total	  Writing	  Rubric	   44.63	   13.68	  
	  
.86	  a	  
	   	   	   	  
Total	  Concept	  Maps	   24.65	   8.11	   .55	  b,c	  
	  
Attitude	   	   	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Pre	  	   19.29	   5.05	   .77	  a	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Post	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Self-­‐Efficacy	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Pre	  	  
19.83	  
	  
31.97	  
4.23	  
	  
6.85	  	  
.65	  a	  
	  
.45	  a	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Post	   31.60	   7.26	   .55
	  a	  
Notes.	  a	  Cronbach’s	  Alpha.	  b	  Cohen’s	  kappa.	  C	  Interrater	  Reliability	  of	  Concept	  Map	  
Terms	  and	  Links	  using	  Percent	  Agreement.	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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS  
The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of elaborative 
vocabulary instructional strategy on urban middle school students’ vocabulary 
knowledge, concept map structures, and explanatory writing. This chapter 
presents the data analyses of this study and is organized into seven sections. 
The first five sections address each of the research questions; the sixth section 
includes analyses of the teacher and student interviews, and the final section 
summarizes the results of the study.    
Research Question One  
Are there statistically significant differences in vocabulary scores between 
SSFA and DI students, and between students without disabilities and students 
with disabilities in each treatment for total and weekly vocabulary scores?  
Table 10 shows the relevant data for vocabulary scores. For total 
vocabulary scores there were no statistically significant differences found 
between the SSFA and DI group. At the weekly vocabulary score level, Week 
Three showed a treatment effect in favor of the DI group, Week 3, (F(1,99) = 
5.743, p = .05, η2 = .06). When comparing mean scores and standard deviation 
for students with and without disabilities, results from the vocabulary tests for 
total scores and at the weekly level did not vary significantly between the two 
treatment groups. Students with disabilities showed lower results than students 
without disabilities for both treatment groups.  
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 Research Question Two 
Are there statistically significant differences in concept map terms scores 
and concept map links scores between SSFA and DI students, and between 
students without disabilities and students with disabilities for total and weekly 
concept map subtest scores? 
Table 11 lists the data for total concept maps, concept map terms and 
links, at the total and weekly level. When comparing the two treatment groups 
total concept map scores for the SSFA group was higher than that of the DI 
group, though not statistically significant. Mean scores of total concept map links 
were higher for the SSFA group than the Di group though not statistically 
significant. There was a treatment effect found when comparing the mean scores 
of total concept map terms and was found to be statistically significant in favor of 
the SSFA group (F(1,99) = 4.588, p = .05, η2p= .06).  
When comparing the weekly concept map terms scores of the two 
treatment groups, there were statistically significant differences found in favor of 
the SSFA group in Week 1, (F(1,99) = 5.743, p = .05, η2 = .06), and in Week 4 
using the Alternate Week 4 scores (F(1,99) = 3.770, p = .05, η2 = .06). For 
concept map link scores, there was a statistically significant difference in favor of 
the DI group in Week 1, (F(1,99) = 5.62, p = .05, η2 = .16). In Week 4 using the 
alternate scoring, there statistically significant differences between the concept 
map term scores (F(1,99) = 3.31, p = .05, η2 = .06), and link scores (F(1,99) = 
3.31, p = .05, η2 = .06), in favor of the SSFA group.  All other concept map terms 
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and links scores at the weekly level for SSFA group was higher than that of the 
DI group, but were not statistically significant.  
When comparing the total and weekly scores of concept maps of students 
with disabilities versus students without disabilities in each treatment group, only 
Week 4 concept map term score showed statistically significant difference in 
favor of the students with disabilities in the SSFA group.  All other weeks also 
showed higher scores for students with disabilities in the SSFA, but these scores 
were not statistically significant.  
Research Question Three 
Are there statistically significant differences in the writing rubric criteria of 
organization, content, and style, and vocabulary uptake scores between SSFA 
and DI students, and between students without disabilities and students with 
disabilities for total and weekly writing rubric subtest scores? 
Table 12 displays the means and standard deviations for the writing rubric 
scores at the weekly and aggregate levels. Scores for each criterion, 
organization, content, style, and vocabulary uptake, are listed at the weekly and 
at the total level. Total Rubric scores for SSFA group was higher than the DI 
group but not statistically significant. At the weekly level, Week 2 aggregate 
rubric writing scores showed an interaction effect which was statistically 
significant in favor of the SSFA group (M = 13.33, SD = 4.72, η2 = .04). Rubric 
scores were disaggregate by criteria of organization, content, style, and 
vocabulary uptake and analyzed. At the total and weekly levels, differences 
between the SSFA and the DI group were not statistically significant for  
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organization, content, and style. For vocabulary uptake, there was a treatment 
effect, which suggests that the treatment affected the two types of students 
differently. There was a statistically significant interaction that occurred for Week 
Two in favor of the SSFA group. All other total rubric scores though higher for the 
DI group were not statistically significant for Weeks One, Three, and Four. 
Examination of the mean scores for writing over the four-week period for 
students with and without disability indicated that in general students without LD 
had higher writing scores than their non-LD counterparts in the DI group. The 
same trend was found when examining the scores between the students with 
and without disabilities from both treatment groups specifically for each rubric 
criteria of organization, content, and style.  
Research Question Four 
Are there statistically significant differences in change scores between 
pre-efficacy and post-efficacy scores, and pre attitude and post-attitude scores? 
Results from the post survey of attitude showed that students in the SSFA 
group (M = 19.52) reported more positive attitudes about writing as did their DI 
counterparts (M = 20.13). For self-efficacy, students in the SSFA group reported 
lower scores in self-efficacy in writing (M = 32.21) after the intervention. The 
same can be observed from the students in the DI group (M = 30.98). These 
were not considered statistically significant (see Table 13). 
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Research Question Five 
Are the correlates of writing rubric scores different between SSFA and DI 
students for total and weekly rubric writing scores, for the covariate, vocabulary 
scores, concept map scores, pre-efficacy, and pre-attitude scores? 
An understanding of what predicts writing outcomes based on the 
variables used in the study was explored further. Table 14 gives the within group 
correlation matrices for six variables: ability, vocabulary, concept maps, writing 
rubrics, efficacy and attitude. For the SSFA group, students’ ability significantly 
correlated with the following variables: ability (r = .60, p < .05), concept maps (r 
= .50, p < .05), writing rubrics (r = .77, p < .05). Ability, however, negatively 
correlated with efficacy, (r = -.05, p = ns), and attitude (r = -.07, p = ns). 
Vocabulary knowledge also correlated significantly with two variables: concept 
maps (r = .53, p < .05) and writing rubrics (r = .77, p < .05). Similar to ability, 
vocabulary knowledge showed negative correlations with efficacy (r = -.07, p = 
ns) and attitude (r = -.11, p = ns). Concept maps correlated significantly with 
writing rubrics (r = .65, p < .05), but not with efficacy (r = .20 p = ns) and attitude 
	  
Table	  13	  
Means	  and	  Standard	  Deviations	  of	  Pre	  and	  Post	  	  
Attitude	  and	  Self-­‐efficacy	  Surveys	  for	  SSFA	  and	  DI	  Groups	  
	  	   SSFA	  	  	  (n=52)	   	  	   DI	  	  (n=52)	  
	  	   M	   SD	  
	  
M	   SD	  
Pre	  Self-­‐Efficacy	   32.52	   7.93	   	   31.42	   5.59	  
Post	  Self-­‐Efficacy	   32.21	   8.47	   	  	   30.98	   5.83	  
Pre	  Attitude	   18.83	   5.53	  
	  
19.75	   4.51	  
Post	  Attitude	   19.52	   4.50	  
	  
20.13	   4.00	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(r = .05, p = ns). Writing rubrics showed weak correlations with efficacy (r = .03 p 
= ns) and attitude (r = .02 p = ns). 
For the students in the DI group, relationships among the variables are as 
follows: ability (r = .56, p < .05), concept maps (r = .47, p < .05), writing rubrics (r 
= .81, p < .05). In contrast to the SSFA group, students’ ability was positively 
correlated with efficacy, (r = .17, p = ns), and attitude (r = .10, p = ns). 
Vocabulary knowledge also correlated significantly with two variables: concept 
maps (r = .51, p < .05) and writing rubrics (r = .71, p < .05). Vocabulary 
knowledge was positively correlated but was significant with efficacy (r = .21, p = 
ns), and attitude (r = .05, p = ns). Concept maps also correlated significantly with 
writing rubrics (r = .65, p < .05). Efficacy showed weak correlations with concept 
maps (r = .21, p = ns) and writing rubrics (r = .19, p = ns). Attitude toward writing 
Table	  14	  
	  
Means,	  Standard	  Deviations	  (SD),	  and	  Intercorrelations	  for	  Ability	  and	  Aggregate	  Scores	  for	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Vocabulary	  (V),	  Concept	  Maps	  (CM),	  Rubrics	  (Rub),	  Efficacy	  (Eff),	  and	  Attitude	  (Att)	  
	  SSFA	  (n	  =	  52)	  vs.	  DI	  (n=52)	  
	  	   Measure	   	  	  	  	  	  M	  	   	  	  	  	  	  SD	   	  Ability	   V	   CM	   Rub	   Eff	   Att	  
SSFA	  
Ability	   50.45	   10.66	   -­‐	  
	   	   	   	   	  Vocabulary	   38.40	   5.13	   0.60*	   -­‐	  
	   	   	   	  Maps	   25.65	   8.74	   0.50*	   0.53*	   -­‐	  
	   	   	  Rubrics	   45.31	   14.46	   0.77*	   0.69*	   0.65*	   -­‐	  
	   	  Self	  -­‐Efficacy	   64.73	   15.34	   -­‐0.05	   -­‐0.07	   0.20	   0.03	   -­‐	  
	  Attitude	   38.35	   9.17	   -­‐0.07	   -­‐0.11	   0.05	   0.02	   0.53*	   -­‐	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
DI	  
Ability	   49.55	   9.38	   -­‐	  
	   	   	   	   	  Vocabulary	   40.00	   3.49	   0.56*	   -­‐	  
	   	   	   	  Maps	   23.65	   7.37	   0.47*	   0.51*	   -­‐	  
	   	   	  Rubrics	   43.97	   12.95	   0.81*	   0.71*	   0.65*	   -­‐	  
	   	  Self-­‐	  Efficacy	   62.40	   10.67	   0.17	   0.21	   0.25	   0.19	   -­‐	  
	  Attitude	   39.88	   9.38	   0.10	   0.05	   0.25	   0.27	   0.53*	   -­‐	  	  *p	  <	  .05	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also had weak correlations with concept maps (r = .25, p = ns) and writing rubrics 
(r = .27, p = ns). Efficacy showed strong correlations with attitude (r = .53, p 
< .05) for both groups. 
The intercorrelation matrices were very similar. To further investigate the 
relationships among variables within each group, a multiple regression within 
each group was performed and the results are shown in Table 15. Standardized 
partial regression coefficients were statistically significant for General Ability, 
Concept Maps, and Vocabulary, but only Attitude showed a significant correlation 
coefficient with the DI group. Self-efficacy showed no relationship to Writing 
Rubric scores in either group. All the variables show similar partial regression 
coefficients in both groups, and Attitude maybe more important in the DI than in 
the SSFA group. 	  
Table	  15	   	  
Standardized	  Partial	  Regression	  Coefficients	  for	  Predicting	  Overall	  Writing	  
Rubric	  Scores	  
Variables	   SSFA	   t	   p	   	  	  	  	  	  	  DI	   	  t	   p	  
General	  Ability	  (Covariate)	   0.49*	   4.91	   .00	   0.54*	   7.19	   .00	  
Concept	  Maps	   0.26*	   2.68	   .01	   0.20*	   2.65	   .01	  
Vocabulary	   0.27*	   2.55	   .01	   0.32*	   4.09	   .00	  
ATT	   0.08	   .89	   .38	   0.24*	   3.39	   .00	  
SE	   0.01	   .06	   .95	   -­‐0.14	   -­‐1.97	   .06	  
*p	  <	  .05	   	   	   	   	  
	  
	  
Table 16 displays the intercorrelations between ability, vocabulary, and 
concept maps, efficacy, attitude, and weekly rubric scores over four-week 
intervention study. Attitudes and efficacy show strong intercorrelations, however, 
these variables are not strong predictors when compared to ability, vocabulary, 
and concept maps. The values of the correlation coefficients were all consistently 
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in the .6 to .7 range. Medium to strong correlations between the writing scores 
and ability, vocabulary, concept maps were consistent.  
Multiple regression analysis was used to test if ability, vocabulary 
knowledge, concept maps, attitude, and efficacy significantly predicted students’ 
writing outcome. The results, as displayed in Table 17, indicated the relative 
importance of each of the predictors. For all weeks, ability was a consistent and 
moderately strong predictor for writing.  
For both groups, for Week 1 through Week 4, ability explained 30% to 
70% of the variance in writing outcomes for both groups. Vocabulary knowledge 
during the first week was a non-statistically significant predictor for both groups; 
however, for Weeks 2 through 4, vocabulary knowledge was a significant 
predictor for writing for the SSFA group. For the DI group, vocabulary was a 
significant predictor in Week 4 (R2 =	  .76, β	  = .28, p < .05) and when the alternate 
scores for concept maps were used (R2 =	  .67, β	  = .27, p < .05). For Week 1 and 
Table	  17	  
Standardize	  Partial	  Regression	  Coefficients	  Regression	  Table	  for	  Predicting	  Rubric	  
Writing	  Scores	  for	  Each	  for	  the	  Four	  Weeks	  by	  Treatment	  Groups	  	  
	  
	  Wk1	   	  Wk2	  	   	  Wk3	  	   	  Wk4	  
Variable	   SSFA	   DI	   SSFA	   DI	   SSFA	   DI	   SSFA	   DI	  
Ability	   	  	  .30*	   .28*	   .50*	   .59*	   .57*	   .70*	   .58*	   .50*	  
Attitude	   0.12	   0.10	   0.03	   .28*	   0.09	   0.16	   .22*	   0.15	  
Efficacy	   0.04	   -­‐0.15	   -­‐0.08	   -­‐0.08	   0.09	   -­‐0.06	   -­‐0.03	   -­‐0.04	  
Vocabulary	   0.08	   0.19	   .32*	   0.08	   .24*	   0.18	   .29*	   .28*	  
Map	   .51*	   .51*	   -­‐0.01	   0.14	   0.01	   0.14	   .23*	   .26*	  
R2	   0.76	   0.76	   0.72	   0.72	   0.73	   0.79	   0.70	   0.76	  
Note.	  N	  =	  104.	  *p	  <	  	  .05	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Week 4, concept map was also a significant predictor for both groups. These 
were statistically significant at the p = .05 level. Concepts map explained 51% of 
the variance (R2 =	  .76, β	  	  =	  .51, p < .05) for both groups for Week 1. For Weeks 2 
and 3, in contrast to Week 1, concept map was not a significant predictor of 
writing. This was observed to be true for both groups. For Week 4, concept maps 
showed relative strength in predicting writing for the SSFA group (R2 =	  .70, β	  	  =	  .23, p < .05), and the DI group (R2 =	  .76, β	  	  =	  .26, p < .05). The results of the 
regression indicated attitude and efficacy of students showed weak predictability 
for writing. Efficacy showed no relationship to writing during any of the periods of 
time. In contrast, ability, vocabulary, and concept map variables do predict writing. 
Additional Analyses 
Teacher interviews. Teachers were interviewed at the end of the four-
week intervention study and their comments provide additional insight into the 
ecological validity of the SSFA approach. When asked about keeping to the 
instructional fidelity of both treatment groups, teacher reported that the SSFA 
instruction during Week One felt mechanical and that both teachers referred to 
the script to implement the SSFA instruction. However, during Weeks Two, Three, 
and Four dependency on the scripts was reduced. Teachers reported that having 
the daily logs and using a timer to track the instructional minutes were helpful. By 
Week Two of the intervention study, teachers appeared to have adjusted to the 
SSFA approach.  
Teachers reported on their perception of student responses. When 
comparing students with disabilities to their normally performing peers, teachers 
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reported that the ease of use of the SSFA approach appeared to depend upon 
the severity of disability and language deficit. Students who have greater deficits 
in the area of language could not easily connect concepts and appeared to prefer 
the structure offered by the DI approach. These students historically depended 
upon the repetitive nature of the DI approach when learning new words.  
Teachers hypothesized that the structured, straightforward nature of the 
DI approach helped the students memorize the words, but not necessarily 
incorporate the meaning of words into their writing.  Based on their observation 
this was true for ELL students. They also observed that the SSFA matrix was 
helpful for students who were challenged with organizing their ideas.  Lastly, 
students who had rich language stores preferred the SSFA approach. 
When asked about ease of implementation, teachers reported that SSFA 
was beneficial for students when used with certain concepts. Using the SSFA 
required systematic preparation, pre-selection of vocabulary words to ensure that 
the concepts were taught and integrated within the classwork. Both teachers’ 
agreed that using SSFA in an inclusive setting where students with mild 
disabilities are included in the general education instruction can be beneficial for 
all students. 
Teachers also reported that the questions and coordinate concepts 
needed closer analyses. They reported that the Week Two aim question was a 
logical continuation of the Week One Ancient Egypt unit, which may have 
allowed more connections to prior knowledge. The question prompt lent itself to 
better understanding by the students in the SSFA group. In contrast, the Week 
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Three aim question, taken directly from the textbook, appeared to be more 
difficult for the students because the question did not lend itself to an 
organization structure provided by the Week Three SSFA matrix. The word 
“location” in the writing prompt made it difficult for the SSFA students to organize 
their ideas. Teachers also felt that the concept was harder in general. They 
observed that the higher performing students were able to see the hierarchical 
relationship provided by the SSFA matrix and use the vocabulary words 
accordingly. They reported a similar phenomenon for Week Four. The concepts 
within the textbook were not concretely organized according to the coordinate 
concepts used in the Week Three SSFA Matrix. When teachers reviewed the 
textbook, they saw that ideas were organized according to the political and 
religious leaders. Students in the SSFA group appeared to be at a disadvantage 
because they would have needed to reorganize the ideas and words under the 
coordinate concepts. Students in the DI group simply studied and took the 
information directly from the text. The teachers believed that the students in the 
SSFA treatment defaulted to the structure outlined in the text, and did not 
reference the SSFA structure.  
Student interviews.  Thirty-two students, 15 students from the SSFA 
group and 17 students from the DI group, were picked randomly to participate in 
an interview conducted by the researcher. Fifteen of the 32 students interviewed 
were students with disabilities. Six students with disabilities were from the SSFA 
treatment group and nine were from DI group. The goal of the interview was to 
obtain student perceptions and answers to the following three questions: (1) 
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What is the importance of writing?; (2) What is the importance of vocabulary in 
writing?; and (3) How did the SSFA or the DI approach help you with your 
writing? 
 Students in both groups reported that writing is important when 
communicating, remembering information, learning, improving vocabulary, and 
helping to get a job. Students reported that vocabulary is important in writing 
because students need words to write. Some reported that using vocabulary 
makes you sound smarter, makes writing more interesting, helps with knowing 
synonyms, and helps them use words correctly so readers can understand. One 
student reported that using words helped his or her writing become more specific. 
Another student reported that without vocabulary, writing is boring. A student in 
the SSFA group reported that different levels of vocabulary enable more complex 
sentences.  
When asked about how their respective vocabulary instruction affected 
their writing student responses from both groups were mixed. Comments from 
the SSFA group (n = 15) were read and reviewed. Overall SSFA group had 
mixed reports about the SSFA approach. General themes from these student 
responses were apparent. Adjectives like hard, confusing, and helpful were used. 
Under the helpful category, words like categorized, helped recall, and helped 
make connections were used. One student felt that SSFA is a better approach to 
vocabulary learning because she got to know the words better. Another reported 
that SSFA was better for writing because it helped her know the categories for 
words. Others reported that SSFA was more challenging, and they had to write 
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more. Three of the 16 students in the SSFA group felt the SSFA didn’t help make 
writing easier. They felt that the words were hard to understand and was made 
easier when the teacher provided the definitions.  
Students from the DI group reported that vocabulary learning was helpful 
with the DI approach. Ten of the 17 students reported that DI was helpful 
because the process helped them remember and memorize words. One student 
reported that knowing synonyms helped. Two students reported that was drawing 
the words helped them remember. Seven students admitted that DI is hard, a lot 
of work, and was not helpful overall.  
Summary 
 The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of elaborative 
vocabulary instruction on vocabulary, written expression, and knowledge 
structures of students with and without disabilities. The first research question 
aimed to explore differences in vocabulary scores between the SSFA and DI 
students as well as the differences between the students with and without 
disabilities in each treatment for total and weekly vocabulary scores.  It was 
determined that there were not significant differences between the two groups on 
the above measures.  
 The second research question investigated the differences in concept map 
terms and links scores between the SSFA and DI group as well as the 
differences between the students with and without disabilities in each treatment 
group for total and weekly concept map subtest scores. In general students in the 
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SSFA group scored higher in concept map links and terms, and for total concept 
map scores.  
 The third research question investigated the differences in writing rubric 
organization, content, and style and word number scores between SSFA and DI 
students on total and weekly writing rubric subtest scores. It was determined that 
the differences in rubric scores in organization, content, and style between the 
two groups and students with and without disabilities, were not statistically 
significant. Only in Week 2 for vocabulary uptake was there a statistically 
significant finding in favor of the SSFA group.  
 The fourth research question investigated the differences in change 
scores between pre-efficacy and post-efficacy scores and pre-attitude and post-
attitude scores. There were no changes between the pre and post attitude and 
efficacy scores between the two groups.  
 The fifth research question investigated the differences between the 
correlates of writing rubric scores between the SSFA and DI group for total and 
weekly rubric writing scores, for the covariate, vocabulary scores, concept map 
scores, pre-efficacy and pre-attitude scores.  
 Interviews were also conducted to identify distinctions observed by both 
the participating teachers and students during the study. Teachers provided 
comments on ease of implementation, social validity, and their perception of 
student responses. Students shared their perceptions about the importance of 
knowing how to write, importance of vocabulary in writing, and their perception of 
the effectiveness of instructional approach they received.
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CHAPTER V 
Summary, Limitations, Discussion, and Implications 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of elaborative 
vocabulary strategy instruction on six-grade students’ writing achievement. This 
section begins with a summary of the study and is followed by a detailed 
discussion of the results organized by research questions. Conclusions are then 
presented followed by limitations associated with the study are detailed. Lastly, 
suggestions for research and implication for practices are presented. 
Summary of Study 
 Writing is an important literacy skill that is critical to the success of 
students in middle school (Graham & Perin, 2007; De La Paz, 2004). Along with 
reading comprehension, writing is a fundamental skill necessary for academic 
success and active participation in society. When students are able to express 
themselves through writing, they have the means to promote connections with 
their world and extend their knowledge.  
However, for students in middle school, writing is a difficult task. Seventy 
percent of students in grades four through 12 are low-achieving writers (Persky, 
Daane, & Jin, 2004). Seventy-four percent of the nation’s eighth-grade students 
scored at the Basic and Below Basic levels in writing (NAEP Nation’s Report 
Card, 2011). Understanding the complexities of the writing process and 
developing ways to effectively teach the process require attention if writing 
achievement of students in middle school is expected to improve.  
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To produce clear explanatory writing, it is believed that students must 
draw prior knowledge on the subject matter to be able to organize ideas, include 
relevant details, and use the vocabulary words that evidence conceptual 
understanding (Graham & Harris, 2011). The connection of reading 
comprehension to writing is widely accepted and a starting point for effective 
writing instruction. Moreover, research in reading comprehension points to the 
need for instruction in vocabulary to increase reading comprehension. The main 
limiting factor for the comprehension is vocabulary, not reading mechanics 
(Biemiller, p. 34). Beck, McKeown, and Kucan (2013) acknowledge the amount 
of research in vocabulary and reading, and highlight the need for research to 
provide evidence to support the intuitive connection of vocabulary and writing. 
The literature promoting vocabulary instruction and writing is scant. 
Investigations by Duin and Graves (1986), Bos and Anders (1986, 1990), and 
two unpublished dissertations, Moseley (2003) and Yonek (2008) provide useful 
information, however more is needed. Writing in the 21st century may be defined 
by its frequency and its efficiency (Nation’s Report Card, 2011) and the ability to 
use written language to communicate today is critical.  
This study sought to add supporting evidence to the vocabulary instruction 
and writing connection and was designed to examine the effects of an 
elaborative vocabulary strategy instruction in the content of Humanities on the 
explanatory writing of students with and without disabilities. The theoretical 
framework for the study was based on Rumelhart and Norman’s (1976) 
information-processing framework of knowledge accretion, restructuring, tuning. 
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Rumelhart and Norman posit that learning is defined by three phases. As new 
vocabulary words are presented (accretion), the information is subsumed into 
existing knowledge structures and a new structure is created (restructuring). With 
meaningful and engaging activities, students’ knowledge structures are refined 
(tuning), resulting in long-term learning.  
Ausubel’s theory of assimilation (1977), Wittrock’s (1974) generative 
learning, and Rumelhart’s (1976) schema theory were used to design the study’s 
instructional approach and materials. Ausubel (1977) stated that the learning 
environment must keep students’ prior learning and active participation in mind, 
while presenting information in a clear manner. Wittrock’s generative learning is 
defined by active engagement in the learning environment where the teacher 
plays an important role in encouraging questioning and verbal discourse between 
students. Rumelhart’s (1976) schema theory posit that students’ learning is 
organized in units called schemata which allows for abstract concepts to be 
concretized in to manageable chunks. These organized knowledge structures 
may be graphically presented using concept maps. 
The design features of the study were carefully aligned using the above 
theoretical framework. Specifically, the study explored the effectiveness of using 
the semantic-syntactic feature analysis (SSFA) matrix and elaboration strategies 
on students’ vocabulary knowledge, explanatory writing outcomes, and 
vocabulary uptake. To evidence long-term memory changes as a result of the 
strategy, students generated concept maps. The independent variable of the 
study was the elaborative vocabulary strategy instruction. The dependent 
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variables were scores on multiple choice vocabulary posttests, analytic rubric 
scores on explanatory writing examining organization, ideas, word choice, 
number of vocabulary words used in writing, number of ideas and links identified 
in weekly concept maps, and post-survey results of attitude and self-efficacy in 
writing.  
This was a two-group quasi-experimental study. One hundred four sixth-
grade students from an urban public charter school participated in the study. 
After balancing for gender and disability conditions, students were assigned in 
four different cohorts through the school’s automated student information system. 
Two of the cohorts were randomly assigned as the treatment group (SSFA) and 
the other two as the control group (DI). Two Humanities teachers agreed to 
participate in the study and each taught one treatment group and one control 
group. The treatment group was taught content-area vocabulary words using the 
semantic syntactic feature analysis with elaboration strategies. The control group 
(DI) received direct instruction of content-area vocabulary words.  
 Pretest variables were collected and used in a factor analysis procedure to 
derive a composite covariate, which was used to represent an overall measure of 
achievement. These variables are the English Language Arts (ELA) and math 
scores from the CST, reading and math scores from the MAP assessment test, 
and TOWL-3 writing score from the three spontaneous subtests. The covariate 
was also used in a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to determine if 
there were significant differences between the treatment and control groups, and 
if scores needed to be adjusted statistically to control for predifferences. The 
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ANCOVA was used to determine if there was a significant difference between the 
adjusted means scores of the two groups. A regression analysis was also 
conducted to assess the relative influence of each variable upon the students’ 
writing ability.  
 Participating teachers were teachers of record for the Humanities class. 
Both teachers are highly qualified according to the No Child Left Behind 
requirements, have advanced degrees, and have a combined 25 years of 
teaching experience. The researcher is a full-time administrator and is in charge 
of the intervention program at the school site. Some of the researcher’s 
responsibilities include analysis of student outcomes for school effectiveness, 
teacher professional development in literacy and differentiation professional, and 
program development for learning strategies, reading and math intervention.   
The teachers understood and agreed to the study parameters. A two-day 
training was designed to orient teachers to the theoretical framework of the 
intervention, treatment protocols, and, teaching materials. The researcher and 
participating teachers collaborated twice a week on planning and developing the 
weekly vocabulary knowledge tests. Vocabulary words were selected upon 
review of the textbook chapters. The writing prompts used for the explanatory 
writing portion were taken from the respective chapters of the adopted textbook. 
The researcher observed teachers in both the treatment and control group 
approximately two times a week, ensuring fidelity of treatment and observance of 
instructional time limits.  
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The study began with the administration of the attitude and self-efficacy in 
writing survey to assess baseline scores of students’ attitudes and self-efficacy in 
writing. Teachers collected the surveys and the researcher entered the results 
into SPSS. On Week One of the study, all students received instruction 
according to their designated instructional methods. With the SSFA group, 
teachers used the semantic syntactic feature matrix to introduce the each unit’s 
content-area vocabulary words. There were four days of instruction with 
purposefully designed activities encouraging students to verbally discuss, interact 
with group members, and engage with the text took place for about 20 minutes 
daily. On Day One, teachers passed out the SSFA matrix that listed the aim for 
the week, the three coordinate terms, and the content-area vocabulary words. 
Students were instructed that placing a plus sign, a minus sign, and or a question 
mark under the respective columns indicate the presence or absence of a 
relationship of the words to the coordinate terms. Teachers encouraged group 
discussion and elaboration of their prediction, and subsequently reading and 
checking the text for accuracy. On Day Two, students were given a fill-in-the 
blank worksheet showing how these words can be used appropriately in a 
sentence. Complete definitions were given to the students on Day Three and 
students used them to confirm and revise their predictions of word meaning and 
relations. 
Students assigned to the DI group, were introduced to the same content-
area vocabulary words using a pre-designed worksheet. Students were to 
complete the worksheet by providing synonyms, antonyms, drawing of a picture 
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that relates to the word, and constructing a meaningful sentence for each word. 
Four days of instruction with the DI group consisted of students working in class 
with dictionaries and other reference materials. Activities for Days One and Two 
allowed students to complete their definition worksheets in the class. Students 
were permitted to use the resources and textbook available in the classroom. On 
Day Three, students practiced for the vocabulary test on Friday. Students were 
not encouraged to work in groups; instead students were to work individually to 
complete the worksheet. Teachers ensured that the instructional minutes with the 
DI group were the same as the SSFA group. On Day Five, students 
demonstrated their knowledge in a three-part test. Students were tested on their 
vocabulary knowledge using a multiple-choice test. These definitions were 
context-based. Students also completed a concept map which teachers collected 
prior to the students beginning the writing response. Lastly, students responded 
to a written prompt with explanatory paragraphs. Students were told that they 
would be graded only on the vocabulary test and the writing response, but not 
the concept maps. The five-day routine of content-area vocabulary introduction, 
group-related activities, vocabulary testing, concept map generation, and 
explanatory writing was repeated over the four-week intervention phase. 
Topics for each week varied according to the textbook sequencing. At the 
onset of the study, teachers were set to focus on Unit Two, Ancient Egypt and 
the Middle East. Week One focused on ancient Egyptian pharaohs and their 
accomplishments. Week Two focused on daily life and social classes in ancient 
Egypt. Week Three examined how location influenced the history of Kush. Lastly, 
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Week Four looked at how Judaism originated and developed. The study stayed 
in line with the school’s curriculum and instructional sequence. No content 
adjustments were made due to the study.  
For all weeks, three coordinate terms were chosen from the mnemonic 
PERSIA, which stands for political, economic, religious, social, and 
intellectual/artistic. Teachers and researcher agreed that the acronym, PERSIA, 
would serve as the anchoring concept that could help build understanding of how 
civilizations developed throughout history.  
Procedures for scoring the dependent measures are as follows. 
Vocabulary knowledge tests were corrected using an answer key and double-
scored by a volunteer faculty. Writing responses were scored using the Step-Up 
to Writing Expository Paragraph analytic rubric for organization, content, and 
style. The organization criteria assessed the use of an appropriate topic sentence 
related to the writing prompt and ideas and evidence that logically follow the topic 
sentence. The content criteria assessed the use of detailed evidence and 
examples with the appropriate transition words. Finally, the style criteria 
assessed the use of vocabulary words and phrases in a variety of sentence types. 
To measure vocabulary uptake, the writing responses were analyzed for the 
number of vocabulary words used. These were counted and reported as raw 
numbers. The researcher and a second scorer blind to the study scored the 
writing responses. Both followed inter-rater reliability procedures. Any 
disagreements were discussed and resolved.  
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Concept maps were scored using an expert-generated concept map as 
the criterion. The superordinate node was the aim question. The second level 
was made up of three selected coordinate PERSIA terms each week. The 
vocabulary words were the terms that linked to the appropriate coordinate term. 
The number of terms and links were compared and reported. A second rater 
blind to the study worked with the researcher to ensure optimal inter-rater 
reliability. Percent agreement at eighty percent was deemed appropriate. 
At the end of the four-week intervention, a fifth vocabulary test made up of 
20 items combining selected words from the past four weeks was given to all 
students. This test was deemed necessary due to the lack of variance on the 
weekly vocabulary tests. Students were advised that this test would be another 
way to get their grades up and were given ample time to study and prepare. After 
examining the scores of all vocabulary tests including the culminating test, it was 
determined that the culminating vocabulary tests correlated, r = .67, r = .52, r 
= .55, r = .58, with the vocabulary scores of Week One through Week Four 
respectively. Based on these, the culminating test was excluded from the data 
analyses. To assess changes in attitude and self-efficacy, surveys were given to 
the students during the final week.  
Qualitative data in the form of teachers and students interviews were 
gathered two weeks after the study. Thirty-two students were selected randomly, 
16 from the SSFA and DI group. A total of nine students with LD were included, 
six of them were students in the SSFA group. Teachers shared their perceptions 
of the intervention treatment as a viable instructional strategy for vocabulary and 
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writing, perception of social validity, and their experiences with fidelity. Students 
were interviewed about their perceptions on the importance of writing, 
importance of vocabulary in writing, and how their instructional approach helped 
or hindered their writing experience.  
Over the course of the study, the scores were recorded and entered into 
SPSS version 20. The three criteria from the rubric and vocabulary uptake were 
summed into one rubric writing score. The concept maps scores for terms and 
links were also summed into one concept map score. These scores along with 
the vocabulary tests were used in the data analyses.  
The following statistical procedures were used during data analyses. An 
independent sample T-test was used to compare the aggregate mean scores of 
all the dependent measures. A multiple regression analysis was also used to 
analyze relationships among the variables and to determine how well the 
combination of variables predicts writing. Analyses were performed at the 
aggregate and disaggregated weekly level to provide a comprehension reporting 
of the results.  
Summary of Findings 
 As a result of the data analyses, the following section summarizes the 
findings of the study. 
 Over the four-week study, results from the total vocabulary tests, total 
concept maps, and total writing scores were analyzed for statistically significant 
differences between the SSFA and DI treatment groups. Analysis of the adjusted 
means of the vocabulary test showed that score for the SSFA group was 
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statistically significant lower than the DI group. Total concept maps mean score 
for the SSFA group was higher than the DI group, however the difference was 
not deemed to be statistically significant. Total writing mean score was higher for 
the SSFA group than the DI group, and again this difference was not statistically 
significant.  
Disaggregated data at the weekly level provided additional information. 
First, analysis of the weekly vocabulary test showed that the adjusted mean 
score for Week Two and Week Four showed a statistically significant difference 
in favor of the DI group. An interaction effect, which was statistically significant, 
was found in Week Three. Findings from the concept map analyses showed that 
the differences between groups’ adjusted mean scores were not statistically 
significant. However, when considering Concept Map Alt4, the difference was 
statistically significant in favor of the SSFA group. The adjusted mean scores for 
total writing in Week Two was statistically significant in favor of the SSFA group.  
The performance of students with and without disabilities was investigated 
to determine differential effects. When examining the adjusted mean scores for 
total scores for vocabulary tests, concept maps, and writing test, students with 
disabilities scored consistently lower than their normally performing peers. The 
ANCOVA table shows that there are no statistically significant disability by 
treatment interactions, suggesting that the treatment did not differentially affect 
the regular and LD students. 
 Students’ attitude and self-efficacy in writing appeared to be unaffected by 
either the SSFA and DI instruction. Although means in the post survey for self-
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efficacy were higher for SSFA group than the DI group, they were not statistically 
significant.  
A multiple regression analysis was run by treatment groups to detect 
relationships among the between independent variables and dependent variables. 
The results showed medium to high correlations among all the variables except 
for efficacy and attitude. Additional analyses were also conducted to determine 
which variables would have predictive relationships with the students’ writing 
outcomes. Results of the regression analyses by week using ability, vocabulary, 
concept maps, attitude and self-efficacy, showed that two of the five variables 
were significant predictors of writing over the four weeks of writing responses. 
Overall, ability emerged as the strongest and consistent predictor of writing. 
Vocabulary was a significant predictor for the SSFA group, and only in Week 
Four for the DI group. Predictive ability for concept maps was not consistent. For 
Week One, concept map was the strongest predictor followed by ability for both 
SSFA and DI group. The correlation coefficient was .76, indicating that 76% of 
the variance in writing can be accounted for by concept maps and ability. For 
Week Two and Week Three, ability was again a strong predictor of writing; 
however, vocabulary became the second significant predictor for writing, but only 
for the SSFA group. Concept maps influence was negligible for Week Two and 
Week Three for both groups. In Week Four, ability, vocabulary, concept maps 
were all significant predictors of writing for both groups. This is true as well using 
the alternate scoring method for the Week 4 concept maps.  
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 Qualitative data from interviews with both participating teachers and 
students who were randomly selected presented additional information that may 
be considered in assessing the ecological and social validity of the SSFA 
treatment. Overall, teachers reported that SSFA instructional strategies were 
beneficial for students when concepts are carefully considered. Teachers 
observed that students’ ability levels influenced the desired outcomes in 
vocabulary knowledge tests and explanatory writing with the SSFA group. 
Teachers also noted that using the SSFA approach required holistic 
understanding of concepts prior to creating the SSFA matrix. Selection of 
coordinate terms and vocabulary words for each chapter needed careful 
consideration when using the textbook as reference for test preparation.  
 Students from each of the treatment groups who were randomly selected 
to participate in post-interview sessions reported their understanding of the 
importance of writing, learning vocabulary for writing, and their perceptions of 
their respective vocabulary instruction. In general, students from both groups 
reported similar conceptions: (1) that writing is important to communicate and (2) 
that vocabulary and words are needed to write. Ten out of the 16 students from 
the SSFA groups reported that SSFA was harder because they had to think and 
read more about the words. The rest of the SSFA students said that it was a 
helpful method because it helped them relate the concepts. In contrast, the DI 
group felt that defining words, synonyms, making sentences and drawing 
pictures was a lot of work but very helpful in learning their vocabulary words. 
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Limitations 
There were two limitations that were acknowledged before the actual 
implementation of the study. One of the limitations is that this quasi-experimental 
design worked with intact classes. After balancing for gender, sibling, and 
disability conditions, student enrollment in each class was finalized using the 
school’s student information system automated procedure. Secondly, as a result 
of the enrollment procedure, the number of students with disabilities assigned to 
the SSFA group was less than anticipated (SSFA (SWD) = 7 vs. DI (SWD)  = 12). 
Independent sample T-test showed no statistically significant differences among 
the groups.  
Following the implementation of the study and analysis of the results, 
more limitations of the design of the study were found. First, both treatment 
groups were asked to generate concept maps prior to completing the writing 
explanation. This may have confounded the results of the writing test in favor of 
the DI instruction group as prior research on concept maps have shown that 
concept maps help students incorporate important ideas and concepts into their 
expository text writing. Sinatra (2000) found that concept maps assists students 
in formulating the mental plans necessary for composing. By instructing all 
students to create concept maps, students in the DI group, the students who 
were not taught how to relate concepts with the coordinate terms, were forced to 
create linkages among the concepts. Results of the vocabulary tests showed that 
the DI students scored higher than the SSFA group, and had understanding of 
the meaning of these words. During the concept map creation, the DI students 
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created relationships among those terms, which may have influenced the quality 
of writing organization, content, and style. Research by Twyman (2003) 
examined the effects of instructionally embedded maps on the content 
knowledge of seventh-graders. Twyman (2003) found a .80 effect size, favoring 
students who used concept maps versus students who used note taking. 
Twyman (2003) noted that the maps increased vocabulary acquisition and 
conceptual understanding. Given this evidence, it can be posited that by 
completing concept maps, the DI students’, who were had scored higher on the 
vocabulary tests, were better able to use the vocabulary words and create 
organized writing.  
Another limitation of the study is related to the instructional materials used 
with the SSFA group in Weeks Three. In Week Three, the combination of 
coordinate terms and vocabulary words selected for that week may have been 
too difficult for students to clearly answer the aim question. Students were not 
able to name and link the vocabulary words and coordinate terms in their concept 
maps. It would have been useful to determine an ideal combination of words that 
would enable students to provide acceptable explanations to the aim question.  
Lastly, deviations to the intended instructional time may have impacted the 
results for the SSFA group. The study was designed to have four days of 
elaborative vocabulary instruction. However, due to school holidays, field trips, 
and teacher absences, it may be that these deviations had an effect on the 
performance of students in the intervention group. Results of vocabulary studies 
showed that when students have consistent and repeated exposure to words, 
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better recall and knowledge of words are experienced (Beck, McKeown, and 
Kucan, 2013; Duin & Graves, 1986). Although teachers planned for equating the 
instructional minutes by doubling up the instruction the day before the planned 
absence, the lack of continuity in instruction may have impacted the learning of 
the SSFA group, which in turn, impacted their performance on the measures.  
Discussion of Findings 
This discussion is organized around three major findings: (a) effectiveness 
of vocabulary instructional strategies on vocabulary knowledge and writing, (b) 
factors predicting writing, and (c) concept maps as an indicator of change in 
knowledge structures. 
Vocabulary instructional strategies are effective in helping students 
learn the meanings of content-area vocabulary words and use them in their 
written responses.  The lack of studies examining the effects of content-area 
vocabulary instructional strategies on students’ explanatory writing remains an 
unfilled need in writing research. Although evidence-based practices on 
vocabulary strategy instruction are widely popular (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 
2013; Kame’enui & Baumann, 2012), few studies (Duin & Graves, 1987; Moseley, 
2003; Yonek, 2008) have focused on vocabulary instructional strategies to 
purposefully impact writing. 
 Majority of vocabulary instruction studies focused their analyses upon the 
treatments’ effects on students’ reading comprehension and word knowledge 
(Mezynski, 1983; Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986). Although reading comprehension is 
considered a foundational literacy skill, students continue to require instruction 
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and practice in writing to be fully literate members of society (Graham & Perin, 
2007). Therefore, there is practical importance in investigating vocabulary 
instructional strategies for content-area vocabulary words and their role in the 
affecting the production of quality explanatory written responses by six grade 
students.  
Vocabulary instructional strategies such as key word mnemonics, direct 
instruction, cognitive strategies, vocabulary practice activities, and computer-
assisted instruction have been shown to be effective and can lead to gains in 
vocabulary word knowledge (Jitendra et al. 2004). According to the Jitendra et al. 
meta-analysis, the two most effective strategies used with student with 
disabilities are interactive cognitive strategies and direct instruction. Interactive 
cognitive strategies are instructional strategies that emphasized categorizing 
words by noting similarities and differences among related ideas using semantic 
feature analysis (ES = .94; SD = .31). Studies by Bos and Anders (1986, 1990, 
1992) employed syntactic/semantic feature analysis matrix and found the 
strategy to be an effective approach for Tier Two words in the content of Science. 
Direct instruction approach includes explicit, systematic presentation of a word 
and its meaning (Swanson, Hoskyn, & Lee, 1999). Several experiments by Pany 
and Jenkins (1978) showed that direct instruction method improved student 
performance on vocabulary measures (mean ES = 9.78; SD = 12.97, n = 3). 
Based on the contributions of these seminal studies, this study sought to 
investigate the results of using both strategies and targeting content-area 
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vocabulary words to determine if significant gains in explanatory writing would be 
revealed.  
In terms of increased vocabulary knowledge and writing, each approach 
showed differential results. Students in the DI instruction had higher overall 
adjusted means score in the total vocabulary score as well as in the weekly 
vocabulary scores than the SSFA group. This finding is contrary to the results of 
Bos and Anders (1990) that showed that students in the Definition Instruction had 
the lowest mean scores in posttest measures. One explanation for this could be 
that students in the DI group were familiar with their routines and instructional 
strategies, whereas, the students in the SSFA group experienced new routines 
and instructional strategies that were less structured compared to the DI group. 
These routines required them to access prior knowledge, answer “why” questions, 
explain their understanding to peers and to the teacher, and confirm their 
understanding of the words, which may have affected their performance. Another 
explanation for such results is that DI is considered an effective means of 
increasing word knowledge. Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark (2006) posit that this 
method takes into consideration working memory capacities of students when 
learning novel information. They argue that students need the scaffolding that DI 
provides when learning new information. 
In terms of the writing scores, the analyses presented interesting results. 
Aggregate writing scores show that there were minimal differences between the 
two groups. However, when scores were disaggregated by week, scores for the 
SSFA students in Weeks One and Two were higher than those of the DI group. 
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Week Two writing scores showed an interaction effect that was statistically 
significant. Students in the SSFA group had higher overall writing scores than the 
DI group. All other weeks showed differences that were not statistically significant, 
however, warrant further explanation.  
Investigation into the instructional content and materials used throughout 
the four weeks, showed interesting patterns. Similarities can be derived between 
the content of Week One and Week Two. Week Three and Week Four content 
appeared to be stand-alone topics, unrelated to Week Three and Week Four. In 
essence, Week Three (History of Kush) and Week Four (Origination and 
Development of Judaism) discussed topics that were unrelated conceptually with 
each other. One explanation for the results in Week Two could be that when 
students were taught the Week Two topic and were asked to respond to the 
writing prompt, they drew upon their prior knowledge from Week One, and were 
able to produce higher quality writing in Week Two. According to Kame’enui and 
Baumann (p. 244) content-area vocabulary words are usually encountered many 
times in the chapter in which they occur, likely to be related to one another, and 
may be the conceptual foundation for the next chapter. This was true for Weeks 
One and Two.  
Another explanation for higher writing scores in Week Two draws upon the 
work on working memory and long-term memory studies. It is posited that when 
students have prior knowledge about a topic, they are better able to draw on that 
experience and apply the best procedures for writing about the topic (Kirschner, 
Sweller & Clark, 2006). The similar content in Week Two allowed students to 
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engage more with the text since their knowledge storages had been primed by 
Week One discussions and content. 
Lastly, one explanation for the lack of statistically significant results in 
writing between the two groups could be that all students created concept maps 
prior to writing their responses. In this study, concept maps were designed to be 
a tool to detect changes in the schema structures of the SSFA group. It was 
hypothesized that students in the SSFA group would produce better quality 
writing than the students in the DI group because of the hierarchical presentation 
of words in the semantic feature matrix and the interactive nature of the way the 
matrix was completed. The results showed that the mean concept map scores for 
each week were higher scores for the SSFA participants. However, it could be 
that generating the concept maps influenced the knowledge structures of the DI 
students, which may have affected the writing scores of these students.  
 Ability, vocabulary, and use of concept maps have predictive 
relationships with writing outcomes. Findings from the regression analysis of 
the data showed that ability, vocabulary, and, to an extent, concept maps are 
significant predictors of writing. This finding is consistent with literature that 
claims reading and oral language competence are related to writing, but reading 
shares more variance with writing than oral language (Shanahan, 1984). Pre-test 
measures used to derive the ability covariate were the CST ELA and math, MAP 
reading and math, and the TOWL-3 writing scores. Inherent in these measures 
are indicators of student achievement levels in ELA, math, and writing. As such, 
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the standardized beta weights for ability indicated predictive strengths for the 
writing scores in this study.  
The research literature on vocabulary knowledge shows support of the 
predictive nature of vocabulary and writing quality (Olinghouse, 2009). Isaacson 
(1988) defines vocabulary as the originality and maturity of a student’s choice of 
words, and identifies vocabulary as one of the five principle components that 
emerge from every major theory of written language. Word choice is a 
component of Hayes and Flower’s (1980) three composing processes: planning, 
translating, and reviewing. The development of a rich and varied vocabulary is 
considered an essential step in becoming an effective writer (Baker, Gersten, & 
Graham, 2003; Roth, 2000). The regression analyses showed results that were 
statistically significant relationship between ability, vocabulary knowledge, and 
writing.  
In addition, the regression analysis performed showed that quality concept 
maps can be a significant predictor of writing. When students are instructed to 
generate concept maps, they are required to find ways to develop an 
understanding of the key concepts and their relationships to one another (Novak, 
2003). As a prewriting strategy, concept mapping resembles the tasks needed to 
produce explanatory writing and may be considered an important task to 
complete prior to engaging in written composition tasks. Concept mapping 
requires selection of propositions, determination of hierarchy, and structuring of 
key concepts. Explanatory writing requires tasks that select topic sentence, 
integrate details, and organization of ideas and details (Brown & Day, 1983).  
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With this in mind, studies examining the effectiveness of concept mapping 
as a prewriting strategy were reviewed. Results of the studies by Sundeen (2012) 
and Chang et al. (2011) showed support that explicit teaching of concept 
mapping as a planning strategy for writing showed improvements in writing 
compositions of students. The findings in the current study aligned with the 
literature with the exception of Week Two and Three. For Week One and Week 
Four concept map standardized beta weights indicate statistically significant 
predictive ability for writing.  
For Weeks Two and Three, concept map beta weights were negligent 
which may be explained by the inconsistent written directions to the students.   
Examination of the testing materials for these two weeks showed an omitted 
sentence on the directions when compared to the directions for Week One and 
Four. The lack of explicit directions such as “use vocabulary words and list all 
details as much as possible” on the Week Two and Three materials may have 
influenced the quality of the concept maps generated by the students. As a result, 
the concept maps for these two weeks showed a decrease in terms and links. 
Additionally, during Week Two, a majority of students drew the social pyramid 
depicted in the textbook to represent their concept map. Consequently, their work 
did not contain the coordinate terms indicated by the criterion map, which led to a 
decreased score in both terms and links. As a result, the scores during Week 
Two were the lowest mean score for concept maps.  
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Syntactic Semantic Feature Analysis (SSFA) approach to teach 
hierarchical concepts may improve recall and organization of ideas. 
The nature of SSFA instruction calls for the comparison of characteristics 
of a related group of words. The process requires collaborative completion of an 
advance organizer, the SSFA matrix, and active discussion of the word 
relationships to aid predicting and confirming relationships among words and 
concepts (Vadasy, 2012). Teachers scaffold students’ learning by creating the 
advance organizers listing the organization of ideas. The activities required the 
students to activate their prior knowledge and to predict relationships between 
the concepts, then confirm their predictions.   
As an indicator of improved recall and organization of ideas and concepts, 
the study employed concept maps to detect any treatment changes. The concept 
map scores of the SSFA group were consistently higher than the DI group both 
at the aggregate level and at the per week level. Though these differences were 
not statistically significant, the result may be suggestive of better, organized 
knowledge structures of the students as a result of the SSFA treatment 
Conclusions 
 The basic assumption that guided this dissertation research was that 
students receiving the elaborative vocabulary strategy with SSFA matrix 
instruction would show significant differences in their performance in the 
vocabulary knowledge test, explanatory writing responses, content-area 
vocabulary word use, and concept maps. Few conclusions can be made on the 
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basis of this study alone due to the lack of significant differences found in the 
results between the two groups. However, some conclusions are offered: 
 When content-area vocabulary words are taught using instructional 
strategies that uses a semantic feature analysis, that study results suggested 
that students may show more organized, coherent, and stylistic writing pieces 
with more content-area vocabulary words appearing in their writing.  
 When students are taught vocabulary words using evidence and research-
based approaches such as direct instruction or cognitive-based instruction, 
students show increases in knowledge of words and may use these words in 
their writing. 
Complexity of concepts and frequency of word appearance in a text may 
influence students’ understanding and can impact the quality of students’ 
explanatory writing (Hiebert & Cervetti, 2011). Knowing this nature about words 
and texts, careful consideration of the selection of words and the activities for 
vocabulary instruction must take place to ensure optimal teaching and deep, 
meaningful learning.  
Finally, it is important to note that while a convenient sample was selected 
for this study, the study was conducted in the natural, dynamic classroom setting. 
This is critical if the application of systematic instruction has the capacity to 
generalize the principles that are from research into practice (Bos & Anders, 
1986). Efforts were made to abide by the scope and pacing guide to meet 
curriculum objectives. Factors beyond the control of the researcher did occur and 
adjustments to the instruction for both groups were made. Prescheduled field 
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trips, teacher absences due to training, and school holidays were all part of the 
context of the school environment. 
Implications for Research 
From these findings, several implications for future research emerge. First, 
this study could be repeated controlling for the effects of the concept map upon 
the writing dependent measure. Although the findings on concept maps scores 
led to additional insight about writing performance, careful consideration of the 
use of concept maps and their effects on the dependent variables should take 
place. A second suggested modification would be to extend the instruction for 
each learning units to two weeks instead of one week. The results of this study 
suggest that the nature of building knowledge for content-area vocabulary for 
writing purposes may require longer durations for instruction compared to the 
current study’s duration (Kame’enui & Baumann, 2012). Such adjustments must 
also consider the natural course of events during the school, the curricular and 
pacing needs of the school and teachers. A third suggestion could be an 
extension of this research may be explored in the area of science. Cervetti’s 
(2012) study on text structure showed that subjects like science have abstract 
vocabulary words and appear in text with higher frequencies than that of a 
narrative text. Science topics have themes that may work well with the 
elaborative vocabulary SFA approach.  
Current investigations into the way students with disabilities learn to 
acquire vocabulary and express them into writing in the general education 
classrooms where they are fully included are still needed. The sample size used 
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in this study was limited and generalized conclusions were not possible. Based 
on the qualitative interviews from the teachers and students, assessing 
differential effects of the SSFA approach on students’ types of disabilities may 
better inform intervention work.  
Continued efforts should be placed in investigating how literacy instruction 
can be optimized to include vocabulary instruction for the purposes of enhancing 
writing. The small body of research in this area (Bos & Anders, 1986; Duin & 
Graves, 1987) needs further evidence to make reasonable claims that 
vocabulary instruction can impact writing. Beck, McKeown, and Kucan (2013) 
claim that the small number of investigations on vocabulary and writing point to 
the pedagogy of vocabulary instruction can impact writing. In order to add more 
to this body of evidence, teachers and administrators need to be open to new 
approaches.  
In a growing global society, the demands to be a proficient writer are great. 
Instructional outcomes as outlined by the Common Core State Standards (CCSS, 
2010) place heavy emphasis on writing skills. The research literature need more 
evidence on effective vocabulary instruction for writing to fulfill this mandate and 
to help students become literate members of society.  
Implication for Practice 
The findings of this study support the need for quality vocabulary 
instruction in schools as a way to increase students’ explanatory writing skills. It 
is important that teachers understand the complex nature of writing and how 
integrating content-area vocabulary into written expression is possible but 
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challenging. The first step for teachers requires awareness of students’ prior 
knowledge, which will position them to better integrate new vocabulary schemas 
and begin discussions towards deeper understanding of the meaning of words. 
The second step involves continued teacher education in elaborative vocabulary 
instruction as textbooks often fall short of supporting this specific pedagogy.  
Lastly, teachers will need to consider the appropriate balance of 
vocabulary instruction to increase reading comprehension and writing ability. This 
begins with a holistic look at their class period to determine how much time is 
needed to effectively teach an optimal number of words.  
This study explored allocating 20-30 minutes of the given class period in 
four days of instruction before assessing students’ vocabulary knowledge and 
explanatory writing ability. Teachers began with 15 words and reduced this 
number to 10 to observe practices suggested by Beck, McKeown, and Kucan 
(2013).  Namely, that when teaching content-area vocabulary, the words should 
be kept to the few words that may have the potential for disrupting 
comprehension. Further, teachers need to explore how these words can be 
taught using strategies that will not only increase the students’ schematic 
understanding of the words, but also how this understanding can be increased 
through writing to improve writing ability. When teachers fully understand that 
vocabulary instruction is a key ingredient not only for comprehension of text but 
also for writing text, then perhaps pedagogical approaches may begin to evolve 
to address the full scope of literacy needs of students in middle school.  
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Appendix A 
 
Parent Consent Form 
 
 
 
Parent Consent Form 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY: EFFECTS ELABORATIVE VOCABULARY 
STRATEGY INSTRUCTION ON THE WRITTEN COMPOSITIONS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS  
 
 
Purpose and Background 
Jude Wolf, a doctoral student, from the School of Education at the University of San Francisco is 
working collaboratively with Gateway Middle School’s 6th grade Humanities teachers to 
implement an instructional procedure that focuses on using academic vocabulary in students’ 
explanatory written compositions. The purpose of this study is to assess the effectiveness of the 
proposed vocabulary strategy instruction on the written compositions of the students. Results of 
this work will serve as a possible model for school-wide implementation. I understand that no 
additional burdens will be placed on my child in the form additional homework or tests. 
I am being asked to participate because I am a parent of a 6th grade student at Gateway Middle 
School.  
Procedures 
If I agree to be a participant in this study, the following will happen: 
• I will allow Jude Wolf and/or her research assistant to conduct classroom observations in 
my child’s 6th grade Language Arts classroom.  
• I will allow Jude Wolf and/or her research assistant to collect writing samples, achievement 
data, and student writing interest survey data from my child on a weekly basis.   
• I will allow Jude Wolf and/or her research assistant to analyze my child’s test data to make 
recommendations for instructional adaptations.  
Risks and/or Discomforts 
Procedural precautions to maintain confidentiality will be strictly observed, but participation in 
this research may mean a loss of confidentiality. My child’s information will be kept confidential 
and will not be released in any individually identifiable form without prior consent.  
Benefits 
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The anticipated benefit of having my child participate in this study is to monitor his/her progress 
in writing, and a positive effect of the intervention may lead to increased ability to produce 
quality of writing.  
Costs/Financial Considerations 
There will be no financial costs to me as a result of my child taking part in this study. 
Payment/Reimbursement 
I will not receive any financial compensation for my child taking part in this study. 
Questions 
If I have further questions about the study, I may call Jude Wolf at  (650) 867-3264. 
If I have any questions or comments about participation in this study, I should first talk with the 
researcher. If for some reason I do not wish to do this, I may contact the IRBPHS, which is 
concerned with protection of volunteers in research projects. I may reach the IRBPHS office by 
calling (415) 422-6091 and leaving a voicemail message, by e-mailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or 
by writing to the IRBPHS, Department of Psychology, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080. 
Consent 
I have been given a copy of the “Research Subject’s Bill of Rights” and I have been given a copy 
of this consent form to keep. 
PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. I am free to decline for my child to be in 
this study, or to withdraw from it at any point. My decision as to whether or not to participate in 
this study will have no impact on my child’s education at Gateway Middle School.   
My signature below indicates that I agree for my child to participate in this study. 
 
               
Parent’s Signature                                                                         Date of Signature 
 
 
 
Child’s Name______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B 
 
IRB Application 
 
 
IRBPHS INITIAL APPLICATION 
 
Name of Applicant: Jude Wolf 
  
USF Identification Number: 11330946 
 
University Title: Doctoral Student 
 
School or College: University of San Francisco 
 
Department or Group: Department of Learning & Instruction 
 
Home or Campus Address (please include full street or P.O. Box, City, and Zip): 
School of Education 
2130 Fulton St. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
 
Home or Campus Phone: (650) 867-3264 
Electronic Mail Address(s): judeblancowolf@gmail.com 
 
Name(s) and University Title(s) of Other Investigators: n/a 
 
University Title: n/a 
 
School or College: n/a 
 
Department or Group: n/a 
 
Home or Campus Address: n/a 
 
Home Phone: n/a 
Work Phone: n/a 
Electronic Mail Address(s): n/a 
 
Project Title: Effects	  of	  Elaborative	  Vocabulary	  Lessons	  on	  the	  Written	  compositions	  of	  Sixth-­‐Grade	  Middle	  School	  Students	  	  	  	  	  
Signature	  of	  Applicant	   	   	   	   Date	  
	  
	  	  
Signature	  of	  Faculty	  Advisor	  	   	   	   Date	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  Rubric	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Appendix	  D	  Week	  1	  Criterion	  Concept	  Map	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  Week	  3	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Appendix	  D	  Week	  4	  Criterion	  Map	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Appendix F 
Sample Week-long Lesson Plan 	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Sample Five-day Lesson for SSFA Experimental Group 
 
 
Objectives:  
* Students will understand vocabulary words and concepts related to Ancient 
Egyptian Life. 
* Students will be able to predict relationships among words 
* Students will confirm prediction after reading  
 
Materials:  
SSFA Matrix, Textbook, 10 Vocabulary words 
 
Procedures: 
DAY 1: (40 minutes) 
Step 1: Teachers will introduce the matrix and explain the purpose of the matrix.  
Teachers will explain the parts of the matrix: title (superordinate concept), categories 
(coordinate concept), and vocabulary words (subordinate concepts). 
 
Step 2: Teachers will explain how students will work on relating the meaning of the 
categories and vocabulary words. 
 
Step 3: Teacher introduces the coordinate concept one at a time. Teacher says each of the 
subordinate words, asks students what they think the term might mean. Questions like: 
“When might I use this word?” or “In what particular situations or circumstances do I 
use this word?” and “Why do we have such a word?” 
 
Step 4: Teacher models talking out loud to show how to make notations on the matrix 
when students predict word relationships and provides enough explanation that the 
students can make predictions regarding the relationship between the coordinate and 
subordinate.  Teacher begins with first subordinate word and works across the columns.  
 
Step 5: Teacher directs students to work in groups to discuss and predict relationships. 
Students use “?” marks to notate relationships they are unsure about.  
Students read to answer their questions. Teacher observes reasoning and does not provide 
corrective guidance on students’ reasoning and prediction. Students will work on the first 
three words. 
 
Step 6: Teachers direct students to read the corresponding chapter to confirm their 
predictions. Students read silently and independently. They each correct or change their 
chart with a colored pencil as they read. (10 minutes) 
 
Step 7: After reading and in whole group, teacher leads the discussion on the matrix 
development. Teacher asks “Why” questions so that students are forced to reason out the 
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relationships they individually created. As a whole class, students vote on likely 
relationships. Students discuss the proposed changes provide justification from the text. 
 
DAY 2: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher activates prior knowledge on the routines for the matrix completion. 
 
Step 2: Teacher discusses the next 3 subordinate words and the next coordinate concept. 
Teacher asks students to work with their partner to predict relationships among the next 
set of words. 
 
Step 3: Teachers direct students to read the corresponding section of the chapter to 
confirm their predictions. In pairs, students alternate reading aloud.  The pair  correct or 
change their chart with a colored pencil as they read. (10 minutes) 
 
Step 4: After reading and in whole group, teacher leads the discussion on the matrix 
development. Teacher asks “Why” questions so that students are forced to reason out the 
relationships they individually created. As a whole class, students vote on likely 
relationships. Students discuss the proposed changes provide justification from the text. 
 
DAY 3: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher asks students to take out the matrix and confirm  
 
Step 2: Teacher discusses the next 3 subordinate words and the next coordinate concept. 
Teacher asks students to work with their partner to predict relationships among the next 
set of words. 
 
Step 3: Teachers direct students to read the corresponding section of the chapter to 
confirm their predictions. In pairs, students alternate reading aloud.  The pair correct or 
change their chart with a colored pencil as they read. (10 minutes) 
 
Step 4: After reading and in whole group, teacher leads the discussion on the matrix 
development. Teacher asks “Why” questions so that students are forced to reason out the 
relationships they individually created. As a whole class, students vote on likely 
relationships. Students discuss the proposed changes provide justification from the text. 
 
DAY 4: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher discusses the completed matrix. Teacher directs students to work in 
groups of four to confirm the relationships created in the matrix. Teacher encourages 
groups to work together to confirm each other’s predictions.  
 
Step 2: Teacher asks students to associate pairs of words. “Which word goes with 
scribes?” or “ Which word goes with social class?”  Students may present different 
words or several words with associative meanings. Teachers confirm or redirect words 
associations for accuracy by asking, “Why?” to draw out particular relationships among 
words.  
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Step 3: Teachers presents an in-class activity worksheet to students and asks them to 
complete for classwork. The worksheet has two sections: Section 1 – fill-in-the blanks 
and section 2 is the Idea Completions section. In this section, students are provided with 
sentence stems that require them to further explain the word’s meaning. (10 minutes) 
 
Step 4: Teacher reminds students that they will be assessed on their knowledge of the 
word relationships. The questions on the test will be a series of multiple-choice questions 
and a short essay question. Students are asked to use their resources to study for the test. 
 
DAY 5: (60 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher provides 10 minutes for review. 
 
Step 2: Teacher gives the test to students.  
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Appendix H 
 
Sample Five-day Lesson for Direct Instruction Group 
 
 
Objectives:  
* Students will understand vocabulary words and concepts related to Ancient 
Egyptian Life. 
* Students will be complete vocabulary worksheet  
 
 
Materials:  
Direct Instruction Worksheet, Textbook, 10 Vocabulary words 
 
Procedures: 
DAY 1: (40 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher presents word list (first 5 words). Teacher pronounces the words, and 
asks students to repeat. Teacher uses the words in a sentence and tells them the part of 
speech.  
 
Step 2: Teacher explains that students will find synonyms, antonyms for each word. 
Teacher will explain that synonyms are words that can be used instead of the vocabulary 
word, while keeping the same meaning. Antonyms are words that mean opposite of the 
vocabulary word. Teachers will remind students that there are certain words that will not 
exactly have an appropriate synonym or antonym. In this case, provide a non-example or 
an example related to vocabulary word. 
 
Step 3: Teacher explains that students will use each target word in a sentence. Teacher 
models how to use each word in a sentence, reminding students that words have jobs 
when they are used in a sentence.  
 
Step 4: Teacher explains that dictionaries and thesaurus are available for them as 
resources.  
 
Step 5: Teachers group students in pairs to work on identifying synonyms and antonyms, 
and on their worksheets. 
 
Step 6: Students will have 10 minutes to work on the first 5 words.  
 
DAY 2: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher presents word list (next 5 words). Teacher pronounces the words, and 
asks students to repeat. 
 
Step 2: Teacher reminds students to find synonyms, antonyms for each word.  
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Step 3: Teacher explains that students will use each target word in a sentence. Teacher 
models how to use each word in a sentence.  
 
Step 4: Teacher explains that dictionaries and thesaurus are available for them as 
resources.  
 
Step 5: Students work in pairs to identifying synonyms and antonyms.  
 
Step 6: Students will have 10 minutes to work on the next 5 words.  
 
DAY 3: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher review the entire word list. Teacher pronounces the words, and asks 
students to repeat. 
 
Step 2: Teacher provides students with worksheets: cross word puzzles to complete.  
 
Step 3: Teacher directs students to create index cards for each vocabulary word. (10 
minutes) 
 
Step 4: In pairs students will practice memorizing the definitions through verbal rehearsal. 
(15 minutes) 
 
DAY 4: (30 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher introduces another activity: a whole-group game, computer assisted 
vocabulary program (Quizlet) to practice vocabulary memorization. (10 minutes) 
 
Step 2: Students work on the assigned activity (25 minutes)  
 
Step 3: Teacher reminds students that they will be assessed on their knowledge of the 
word relationships. The questions on the test will be a series of multiple-choice questions 
and a short essay question. Students are asked to use their resources to study for the test. 
 
 
DAY 5: (60 minutes) 
Step 1: Teacher provides 10 minutes for review. 
 
Step 2: Teacher gives the test to students.  
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Appendix I 
Fidelity Checklist for SSFA Treatment 	  
	  
Fidelity	  Checklist	  –	  SSFA	  Treatment	  
	  
Steps	   Observation	  
1	  
Observation	  
2	  
Observation	  
3	  Distributes	  the	  SSFA	  Matrix	  to	  students	  	   	   	   	  Discusses	  the	  Superordinate	  Concept	   	   	   	  Reads	  the	  Coordinate	  &	  Subordinate	  phrases	  and	  words	   	   	   	  Uses	  the	  SSFA	  matrix	  to	  ask	  for	  students’	  prior	  knowledge	  	  	   	   	   	  Models	  how	  to	  notate	  relations	  with	  coordinate	  and	  subordinate	   	   	   	  Asks	  elaborative	  interrogations	  –	  “why	  questions”	  	   	   	   	  Directs	  students	  to	  work	  with	  elbow	  partner	  to	  discuss	  terms	   	   	   	  Instructs	  students	  to	  preview	  text	  and	  read	   	   	   	  Discusses	  accuracy	  of	  prediction	  	   	   	   	  Asks	  students	  to	  related	  only	  3	  words	  daily	  	   	   	   	  Discusses	  cloze	  type	  sentences	  and	  models	  how	  to	  teachers	  are	  using	  elaborative	  interrogation	   	   	   	  
Observation	  1	  -­‐	  Notes:	  	  	  
 
 
	  	   	  Teacher:	  	   Group:	   Observation	  1	  Date:	  	  	  	  
* SSFA	   Observation	  2	  Date:	  	  Observer:	  Jude	  Wolf	   Observation	  3	  Date:	  	  	  X	  =	  performed	  accurately	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0	  =	  not	  observed	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Appendix J 
 
Fidelity Checklist for DI Treatment 	  
	  
Fidelity	  Checklist	  –	  DI	  Treatment	   	  
Steps	   Observation	  
1	  
Observation	  
2	  
Observation	  3	  Distributes	  the	  DI	  Worksheet	  to	  students	  	   	   	   	  Discusses	  the	  Vocabulary	  Concept	   	   	   	  Reads	  phrases	  and	  words	   	   	   	  Explains	  directions	  –	  synonyms	  and	  antonyms,	  sentences	  	  	   	   	   	  Models	  how	  to	  look	  for	  definitions	  from	  resources	  e.g.	  dictionaries,	  thesaurus	   	   	   	  Directs	  students	  to	  use	  words	  in	  sentences	   	   	   	  Directs	  students	  to	  work	  with	  elbow	  partner	  to	  discuss	  terms	   	   	   	  Instructs	  students	  to	  preview	  text	  and	  read	   	   	   	  Asks	  students	  to	  related	  only	  3	  words	  daily	  	   	   	   	  	  
Observation	  1	  -­‐	  Notes:	  	  	  
	  
	  	   	  Teacher:	  	   Group:	   Observation	  1	  Date:	  	  	  	  
* DI	   Observation	  2	  Date:	  	  Observer:	  Jude	  Wolf	   Observation	  3	  Date:	  	  	  X	  =	  performed	  accurately	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0	  =	  not	  observed	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Appendix J 
 
Definition Instruction Worksheet 
 
Directions: Fill in the vocabulary word. Look for meanings in the resources and write in related 
and unrelated words. Don’t forget to use the words in a meaningful sentence. To help you 
remember draw a symbol. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meaning: 
 
 
Synonyms/what it is: 
 
 
 
 
 
Antonyms/what it is not: 
Meaningful sentence: 
 
 
 
Picture: 
Meaningful sentence: 
 
 
 
 
Picture: 
Meaning: 
 
 
Word: 
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Appendix K 
 
Attitude Toward Writing Scale 
 
 
Attitudes Toward Writing Scale 
 
1. I like to write. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
2. I would rather read than write. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
3. I do writing of my own outside of school. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
4. I avoid writing whenever I can. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
5. I would rather write than do a math problem. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
6. Writing is a waste of time. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
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Appendix L 
 
Writing Self-Efficacy Scale 
 
 
 
Writing Self-Efficacy Scale 
 
1. When writing a paper, it is easy for me to get ideas. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
2. When writing a paper, it is hard for me to organize my ideas.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
3. When my class is asked to write a report, mine is one of the best. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
4. When writing a paper, it is easy for me to get started. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
5. When writing a paper, I find it easy to make all o the changes I need to make. 
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
6. When writing a paper, it is easy for me to write my ideas into good sentences.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
7. When my class is asked to write a story, mine is one of the best.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
8. When writing a paper, it is hard for me to keep the paper going.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
9. When my class is asked to write a book report, mine is one of the best.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
10. When writing a paper, it is hard for me to correct my mistakes.  
1         2         3       4           5  
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure  Agree           Strongly Agree 
 
